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Instant access
to information about the leaders of the
English-speaking world!
,

-

,

In a revised, greatly expanded version - vital information on leaders
in the arts, sciences, business and the professions, covering all
English-speaking nations.
This handy reference book which lists persons of distinction in the
United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand
and Ireland, is completely revised every year.
This latest edition has been greatly expanded t o include 14,000
entries. Many of the old entries have been lengthened t o include past
appointments and new information.

THE BLUE BOOK is very easy t o use: each entry contains the
following information, always arranged in this order: name, titles and
degrees, current appointments, past appointments, publications (or,
appearances, works, commissions, etc.), names of wife (or husband)
and children, and current professional and residential addresses.
Only immediately understandable abbreviations are used: entries
make sense without reference t o elaborate glossaries.
1450 pages 7 x 9-518 LC73-13918 $30.00
Available on standing order at a considerable savings.

from St. Martin's Press

175 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010

We've invented a speedy "time machine" called Retrospective Search.
This custom service saves you time by searching 1.5
million Life Science articles from the complete indexes
to BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS and BIORESEARCH
INDEX, 1959 to date.
Instead of spending countless hours searching years of
journals, computerized Retrospective Search skillfully
selects the abstracts and citations most relevant to your
problem-and frees you for more productive work!
Here's how to put our speedy "time machine" to work
for you right now-call or write:
Professional Services Dept., BioSciences Information
Service, 2 100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 Phone:

Pre-Publication Announcement

NEW-OCTOBER 1972
32 Full-Color Chromatograms in This New Book from EGON STAHL

ANALYSIS OF MEDICINAL AND NARCOTIC
PLANT CONSTITUENTS BY
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND MICROSCOPY
By Professor Egon Stahl, Ph.D.
Institute of Pharmacognosy and Analytical
Phytochemistry,
Saarbrucken
(With contributions by E. Dumont, H. Jork, Lj. Kraus,
K.-E.Rozumek, P. J. Schorn and E. Stahl)

ann arbor
science
PUBLISHERS INC.
POST OFFICE BOX 1425
ANN ARBOR. MICH. 48106

Here is a book that will be of value in drug control
programs, for use by pharmaceutical chemists, clinical
chemists, toxicologists, chemists and forensic chemists. It should have value both as a laboratory manual
and as a library or desk reference.
Stahl's new book is divided into three parts. METHODS are covered in the first part, including: TLC, The
Stahl Thermomicro-Separation, Macro-inspection of
drugs and Microscopical drug analysis.
DRUG ANALYSIS is the second and principal part,
including coverage of the following kinds of drugs:
1) Drugs based on alkaloids 2) Drugs based on anthracene derivatives 3) Drugs based on fatty oils 4) Drugs
based on glycosides 5) Resins, balsams and essential
oils 6) Drugs based on terpene and phenyl-propane
derivatives as well as herbs 7) Drugs with tranquilizing
ingredients 8) Drugs with vermifugal and insecticidal
ingredients 9) Drugs based on xanthine derivatives
10) Drugs based on tannins 11) Starches as drugs.
Part C is a REAGENT INDEX, including 1) Reagents
for microscopical analysis and 2) Reagents for chromatography and other chemical detection.
There is an appendix of abbreviations and an index.
CHROMATOGRAPHIC AND MICROSCOPICAL
ANALYSIC OF NATURAL DRUGS Stahl
240 pages with 32 ful I-color chromatograms
Library Bound Edition
-$22.50
(must be ordered before publication)
Water-resistant lay-flat laboratory edition
-$17.50
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CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE'S INFORMATION SYSTEM
I S THE KEY TO ALL THE WORLD'S CHEMICAL LITERATURE

to make it all a bit
handier, we've put
CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS
on microfilm . . .

.

d e v ~ l ~ s hclever,
ly
don't you think?

When it comes to packing a lot of information Into a small space, you can't do better
than CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS on Microf~lm.An entire volume (26 Issues) of CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS I S packaged in just 4 or 5 cassettes.
You f ~ n dabstracts quickly a n d e a s ~ l y uslng a varlety of m~crofrlmreader-prrnter e q u q
ment Abstracts may be copled at the touch of a button eltm~natmgthe naed for handwr~tten
notes As a consequence users report a substant~alsavlngs In tlme and an Increase In the
use of CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS
To learn how you can take advantage of this modern lnformat~ontool wrlte Chem~cal
Abstracts S e r v c e Department 13E-X The Ohlo State U n ~ v e r s ~ t yColumbus Ohlo 4 3 2 1 0
In no tlme at all you can have 65 years worth of man s chemcal knowledge at
your f ~ n g e r t ~ p s
CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE
a division of The American Chemical Society

Subscription Rates. Free to SLA members. Nonmem.
bets, USA and Canada, $22.50 per calendar year; add
$2.00 postage for other countries. Single copies (recent years) $2.75.
Back Issues & Hard Cover Reprints: Inquire Kraus
Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St., New York, N. Y.
Microfilm & Microfiche Editions (1909 to date):
Inquire University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Changes of Address. Allow six weeks for all changes
to become effective. All communications should include both old and new addresses (with ZIP Codes)
and should be accompanied by a mailing label from a
recent issue. Atembers should send their communications to the SLA Membership Department, 235 Park
Avenue South, New York, N. Y. 10003. Nonmember
Subscribers should send their communications to the
SLA Circulation Department, 235 Park Avenue South,
New York, N. Y. 10003.
Claims for missing numbers will not be allowed if
received more than 90 days from date of mailing

u
BOOTH N 0 108

plus the time normally required for postal delivery
of the issue and the claim. N o claims are allowed
because of failure to notify the Membership Department or the Circulation Department (see above) of
a change of address, or because copy is "missing from
files."
Special Libraries Association assumes no responsibility for the statements and opinions advanced by
the contributors to the Association's publications.
Instructions for Contributors last appeared in Special
Libraries 62 (no.12) : p.567-568 (Dec 1971). A publications brochure is available from the Association's
New York offices. Editorial views do not necessari'ly
represent the official position of Special Libraries ASsociation. Acceptance of an advertisement does not
imply endorsement of bhe pmduct by Special Libraries
Association.
Indexed in: Business Periodicals Index, Information
Science Abstracts, Historical Abstracts, Hospital Literature Index, Library Literatnre, Library & Information Science Abstracts, Management Index, Public A f fairs Information Service and Science Citation Index.

Membership

DUES.
Member or Associate Member $30; Student $5; Retired $10; Sustaining $100. The
one-time payment for Member (Paid for Life) is $350.

BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
Vol. 56, No. 3, March 19'72
First Cam bridge O~hthalmological
Symposium
Perrers Taylor Memorial 1971(Chairman: Hans Goldmann)

Glaucoma

T h e March 1972 issue of the British Tournal of
Ophthalmology is devoted to the fikt of the
annual symposia on selected topics in ophthalmology to be held under the auspices of the University Medical School, Cambridge, England, to
commemorate the work of Miss Marjorie Perrers
Taylor. Various aspects of glaucoma are dealt
with in depth by contributors of international
repute; the subsequent discussions have been
edited by Mr. P. G. Watson, and there are copious illustrations and an extensive bibliography.

Pathology
and diagnosis

D. R. Anderson, R. C. Tripathi, S. S. Hayreh,
S. M. Drance, R. F. Fisher, G. L. Spaeth, N.
Vacharat, K. T. Richardson

Manifestations of
glaucoma and
hypertension
Treatment

P. A. Graham, S. M. Drance, H. Goldmann, C. I.
Phillips, R. Etienne, B. Jay, J. Hetherington,
R. J. S'immons

Summing up

H. Goldmann

K. T. Richardson, S. J. H. Miller, G. D. and
G. Paterson, N. S. C . Rice, P. G. Watson, R. J. H.
Smith

Single copy price $4.50, including postage.
Annual Subscription (12 issues), $26.50. Combined subscription to the British lournal of
~ ~ h t h a l m o l o &and Ophthalmic 'j~iterature,
$45.50.
All subscriptions to the United States can be ordered from the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL,
1172 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02134. Subscriptions for all other countries should be ordered from the Subscription Manager, BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, B.M.A.
House, Tavistock Square, London WClH SJR, England, or through any leading subscription agent
or bookseller.

Vote AYE for National Journal!
THE VOTE'S GOING OUR WAY
Senator Edmund S. Muskie- AYE!

Library Journal-AYE!

Consistently high quality coverage of government
offairs.

NATIONALJOURNAL is an extraordinarily useful tool
for students of political affairs, and for reference
and documents librarians who need to keep abreast
of events in the federal establishment.

Senator Jacob K. Javits-AYE!
Especially beneficial in helping me monitor the
vastness of our government.

Highly recommended. (December 15, 1971)

Senator William Proxmire-AYE!
A most valuable resource.

THE AYES HAVE IT! WHY NOT YOU?
N A T I O N A L JOURNAL The weekly news and reference service on the shaping of U.S. Federal Policy

New, uniform subscription price (52 indexed
issues plus quarterly and semiannual indexes)
-less than 1/2 the original price! N o w only $200
New, cumulative, hardbound Annualof
$39.50
permanent reference value.
Special price for weekly plus Annual $225.00

The only periodical specializing in the Executive
Branch and U.S. agencies
The only periodical focusing exclusively on the
people and special-interest groups exerting
poiltical pressure to shape Federal policy

CAST YOUR BALLOT TODAY!
VOTE AYE
for a FREE SAMPLE copy of N A T I O N A L JOURNAL
Mail to NATIONAL JOURNAL Sales Agent:
Holt Information Systems, division of
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc.
383 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
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lnteractive Bibliographic Search. The User/
Computer Interface, Edited by Donald E.
Walker, marks an important step forward. For
the first time information scientists, librarians
and researchers have available a comprehensive reference work covering current development and trends in the use of computers for
bibliographic search.
This authoritative, 375 page volume is the
first major work to concentrate on the importance of accommodating computers to the
user. Beginning with an introductory analysis
by John Bennett of IBM Research Laboratories,
lnteractive BibliographicSeorch pulls together
the insights and ideas of over 30 leading experts in the field. It focuses, from the users'
viewpoint, on current systems, applications,
problems, projected solutions and expected
developments.
lnteractive Bibliographic Search also presents "critical minutes" of an intensive workshop held in January, 1971 to explore "what
happens in front of the terminal" during interactive use of computer-based systems. Areas
covered include general design philosophy;
command query and display structure; user
needs, feedback and training; evaluation and
design criteria; and the development of a
function/feature list for interactive bibliographic searching.
Add to this the most complete published
bibliography in this area-including over 150
references-and you'll see why lnteractive
Bibliographic Search is one book you can't
afford to miss.
Mail this order form todav

--------------

d i p s Press
Dept. 72-47
American Federation of Information
ProcessingSocieties, Inc.
210 Summit Avenue
Montvale, New Jersey 07645
Please send me

copies of

Interactive Bibliographic Search at $15.00 ea.
75P postage 8 handling on non-prepaidorders.
Name

Address

City
Check

Stde

Cash

MI Later

=Ip

Send
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This$90directory can
make you an instant authority
on scientific authors
and organizations.
E l ' s Who is Publishing in ScienceTM
(WIPISTM)contains the names, addresses,
and organizational affiliations of 220,000
authors all over the world who published a
scientific or technical article during 1971. It's
indexed by author's name, by organization
(some 40,000 of them including academic,
industrial, and governmental), and by geographic location.
With information like this at your fingertips,
it's extra easy to:
Get authors' addresses for reprint requests
Find authors a n d / o r organizations i n
specified locations
See if an author had anything published
during the year
Verify spelling of authors' names for bibliographies, inter-library loans, etc
Differentiate between authors with similar
names
Find the location of specified organizations and their divisions
Determine what organization an author is
associated with
WIPlS lets you give authoritative answers to some of the toughest day-to-day questions a
librarian encounters. Quickly. Efficiently. For $90.00.
26-32ta m n ? # r

r----------------------------------------------------7

!
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Please enter an order f o r c o p y ( ~ e s of
) the 1972 Annual of
ISl's Who is Publishing in ScienceTM (WIPISTM) at the price of $90.00.
Name

I

Institute for Scientific Information

Title

325 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106, U.S.A.
Tel. (215) 923-3300
Cable: SCINFO: Telex: 84-5303

Orgamzaton

I

C~IY

Headquarters-European Consultanls

,,,

1

!

I

I
I
1
I
I
I

L----------------------------------------

I1
I
I
I
I
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Country

Payment Enclosed

I

I

Address
State

Anthony Cawkell
132 High Street
Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K.
Phone: Uxbridge 30085. Telex: 933693

1

P.O. to Follow

Bill Organization
------------A

Bill Me

I
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FOR 1972
A study that goes far beyond electric surveillance:

RIGHTS OF PRIVACY
by Michael F. Mayer (N.Y. Bar)
Where does individual privilege stop and public interest begin? This book documents the response
of the American courts to questions of privacy in almost every area of our society: Pornography,
information gathering and privacy invasions, letter writing, abortion, poverty. data compilation,
debtors and collection agencies, and so on, as well as electronic surveillance. *Includes the latest
material on the Hughes-Irving case*
An alternate selection of the Lawyer's Literary Club tor May
Alphabetical case list, subject index, relevant State Statues on privacy.
LC #75-171624

Approx. 233 pp.

1972

$9.95

An encyclopedic treatment of:

PERFORMING ARTS MANAGEMENT AND LAW
by Dr. Joseph Taubman (Prominent entertainment lawyer)
Film industry, television, cassettes, folk and popular music, live theatre, the record industry, actors, directors, managers, agencies.
This book defines the environment in which the performing arts function from a managerial and
it integrates the concepts and practice of these arts from a marketing
legal point of view
perspective.

-

Two volumes of Text
Will cover the market place, copyright, creativity,
authorship, ownership, federal and state jurisdic.
tion, foreign works, contracts, sequel rights, clear.
ances, subsidiary rights, theories of rights, antitrust regulations, tax considerations.
Texts sold separately: $50.00

Two volumes of Forms
For the Motion Picture Industry. For the TV Industry (includes CATV & Video Cassettes). Forms.
Contracts, Licenses, Production Agreements. Introductory essay on "Sources of Forms." Keynumbered t o text.
Forms sold separately: $90.00

LC #74-189328 1972 Four volume set $125.00
And watch for these other publications of note:

HOW TO PREPARE AND NEGOTIATE CASES FOR SETTLEMENT (Revised)
by Judge Harold Baer and Aaron J. Broder
LC #67-11580
Late 1972
(Tent.) $17.50

SUPPLEMENTS for 1970 & 1971 to "Notes from the Patent Office"
SUPPLEMENTS for 1971 to "State Trademark Statutes" both from the United States Trademark
Association.

GUIDE TO THE MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
by Thelma E. Smith (Supervising Librarian, Municipal Library, N.Y.C.)
Order from your bookseller, agency, or direct from the publisher.
1972 Catalog may be obtained free of charge
by writing to Dept. S at
LAW-ARTS PUBLISHERS, INC.

453 Greenwich Street, New York, New York 10013

Open Letter to Television

LETTERS

Rocking the Cradle
I have read with considerable pleasure the
article "Boston As She Is Spoke" by Louis
Rains in the Philadelphia Chapter Bulletin
and have seen it reprinted in at least one
other Chapter bulletin in edited form. T h e
Philadelphia Chapter version included the
bibliography. This was just what I was about
to start looking for in preparation for our
next Annual Conference, so I was particularly pleased with this bit of special service.
Boston is a great American cradle of culture generally and of education particularly
and I have no intention to disparage it. However, as we move more and more toward becoming a truly international organization I
think we should cast off some parochial attitudes. We tend to believe that the term
American refers exclusively and unequivocally to citizens of the US. However, Canadians and Mexicans have equal right to the
term; it might come as a surprise to many
that even an Argentinian might refer to himself as an American; and some do.
Because of the dominance of English culture in our contemporary life we sometimes
overlook the major role of other cultures in
the development of the North American
continent. Perhaps because the Spanish
played a larger role in the Southwest than in
other parts of what is today the United
States I may be somewhat more sensitive to
the point, but I would like to point out that
a university was chartered in Mexico City in
1551 and classes commenced in 1553. Students of the history of North and South
America are well aware of the oft-repeated
hoary falsehood that the English came to
settle the land, but the Spanish and Portuguese came to plunder and loot. In helping
lay such grade school inaccuracies to rest it
might be well to remember that when the
English colonists got around to establishing
a center of learning in the New World, Harvard, in Mexico City, which had the first
printing press and first regularly issued newspaper, a university had been functioning for
over eighty years. That school is today known
as the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de
Mexico.
Ray Brian
California Academy of Sciences
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, Calif. 941 18

I am writing this letter to register a protest to the program that was shown on Channel 13 on Wednesday, January 26, 1972 at
8:00 p.m., entitled: "Private Lives of Americans: Ed Nylund, Librarian."
T h e newspaper descriptions of the program emphasized the librarian aspect as did
much of the material shown. Mr. Nylund did
mention that his is: "a civil service job, an
educational assistant . . . a great deal of
clerical work, filing of cards . . . in charge
of magazines." This did little to remedy the
misconception created that this was the day
in the life of a librarian.
Briefly, I suggest this program is a serious
misrepresentation of the nature of the librarians' tasks and serves to create further
misunderstanding of and difficulty for the
many thousands of librarians now engaged in
the difficult and complex task of operating
our libraries.
I do hope you will make some effort to correct the harm this program has done.
Allan Boudreau
New York, New York

More on Independence
A copy of Verner Clapp's article, "The
Declaration of Independence: A Case Study
in Preservation," that appeared in the December 1971 issue of Special Libraries (p.
503-508), just came to my attention. This
is a most interesting article, and you probably are the only person who knows enough
of the total story to have written it.
I am probably the only person around
who is aware that the recommendations for
preserving these documents were made by
Dr. Herbert F. Launer about 1940. This is
mentioned on page 11 of the enclosed reprint.* Dr. Launer was a member of the
Paper Section [National Bureau of Standards] from 1935 to 1948. H e transferred to
USDA in Albany, California, and I think, is
now retired.
William K. Wilson
Chief, Paper Evaluation Section
U.S. Department of Commerce
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234

* T h e enclosed reprint is of: Wilson, W i l liam K. / Record Papers and T h e i r Preservation. Chemistry 43:p.8-12 (Mar 1970). T h i s
letter was originally addressed to Mr. Clapp.
It is an appropriate reference t o his recent
article.
1l~

Insure the future
of your card catalog
Permalife, the acid-free permanent/durable catalog
card stock, endures extremely heavy usage-not
just
temporarily, but for 500 years or more. And it costs substantially less than rag stocks.
Permalife is designed to meet or exceed the American
National Standard for Permanent and Durable Library
Catalog Cards (285.1-1969). This standard was adopted
as a result of research conducted by the W. J. Barrow
Research Laboratory under the sponsorship of the
Library Technology Program of the American Library
Association. Research funds were provided by the
Council on Library Resources, Inc.
Catalog cards made from Permalife are available from
leading library suppliers. Why leave the future to
chance?
Specify

STANDARD PAPER
fl

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Moving a Large Library
Robert F. Moran, Jr.
Joseph Regenstein Library, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111. 60637

T h e University of Chicago Library
move involved the transfer of 1,800,000
volumes from eleven buildings to the
new Joseph Regenstein Library (a graduate research library), and the integration
of 1,580,000 of these books to form the
main collection in the new library. Moving began before the new building was

completely finished and furnished. In
this report moving plans are developed,
explained and evaluated; problems arising from the incomplete state of the
building discussed; and some suggestions
regarding the planning of similar moves
made.

EVERY

miles of the new building, one was .7
miles from the new building, and the last
was 3% miles away.
Most of the books were moved between July 20 and September 3 while
summer school was in session. Books
were obtained by library pages from
each collection as it was closed to the
public for move preparations, and book
"paging" continued from the new library
after the books were moved. Service continued from the major public service
departments and reference collections
until the end of the summer session when
these areas were moved. T h e library was
closed for 2% weeks following the sum-

LIBRARY MOVE is different
and should be undertaken as a unique
problem. A thorough understanding of
the situation facing a move director is
more important than knowledge of other
library moves. Nonetheless, familiarity
with other moves will provide a basis for
practical planning and some specific solutions to problems which may arise. This
description of the recent library move at
the University of Chicago is presented in
the hope that it will be helpful to others
who must plan library moves.
Between July 20, 1970 and September
2 1, 1970 approximately 1,800,000 books,
2,700 pieces of furniture and equipment,
and various stxcialized
materials. librarv
I
records, and miscellaneous items were
moved into the Joseph Regenstein Library, the new graduate research library
for the social sciences and humanities at
the University of Chicago. T h e material
moved had been housed in 11 buildings;
the books in 26 separate collections.*
Nine of these buildhgs were within .4

APRIL 1972

" The 26 separate collections consisted of
1 1 bookstack collections ranging in size from
789,000 volumes to 17,600 volumes, 14 reference collections ranging from 21,000 to 1,800
volumes in size, and a compact storage collection totaling 210,000 volumes of which
100.000 volumes were moved to the new
building.

mer session, and reopened a few days
before the beginning of the autumn sessi on.
T h e move was performed by a Chicago
moving company, Hallett and Sons,*
specialists in industrial and office moving who had previously moved two large
research libraries. They were awarded
the contract after competitive bidding
based on a 31 page specification and inventory package prepared by the library
staff. T h e moving crew, which varied in
size from 45 to 60 men, worked five days
a week, 8-10 hours a day, and a smaller
crew of 10-20 movers worked on Saturdays. T h e moving company spent a total of 18,037 man-hours on the job.
A special 35 man crew of library employees cleaned and measured the books,
put move labels on the books and on the
shelves in the new library, interfiled the
books after they had arrived in the new
library, and, finally, read the shelves.
Approximately 3,100 hours were spent
cleaning the books, 1,800 hours measuring, 730 hours labeling, 1,455 hours interfiling, and 1,075 hours shelf reading.

Book Move
T h e University of Chicago Library
system was composed of a 1,025,200 volume central library, 15 departmental libraries, and a 210,000 volume storage
collection. T h e central library had a
789,000 volume gene1 a1 bookstack collection, three special bookstack collections, and eight reference collections.
Each departmental library had a bookstack collection and a reference collection. Each departmental library held
most, but not all, of the books on a given
subject or subjects, along with a small
proportion of the libraiy's books on related subjects.
T h e central library, six tlepaitmental
liblaries, part of a seventh departmental
library, and appioximately one-half
(100,000 volumes) of the stolage collection were moved to the Kegenstein Li-

* Hallett and Son5, 10 East 70th Street,
Chicago, Ill. 60637.

brary. Nine of the bookstack collections,
portions of nine of the reference collections and the 100,000 volumes from the
storage collection were brought together
to form the 1,580,000 volume main collection in the Regenstein Library.?
Each of the collections which were to
constitute this main collection held
books that had to be interfiled, that is,
placed between books which had been in
another collection. For example, the
majority of the books classified in the Library of Congress classification subdivision BFJ were part of the central general collection, but there also were books
classified in BF in other collections: Education collection: 3,500 volumes, Business-Economics collection: 50 volumes,
Oriental Institute collection: 25 volumes.
Since all the books classified in BF in
the Regenstein main collection were to
be shelved together in one sequence,
these 3,575 volumes had to be interfiled
with the larger group from the central
general collection. Of the 1,800,000
books moved, approximately 100,000
volumes from the bookstacks and reference collections and the 100,000 volumes
from the storage collection had to be
interfiled.
T h e overall shelving sequence in the
bookstacks in the new library is different
from that used in the bookstacks in the
old libraries. Some LC subdivisions
which were next to each other in the old
libraries are separated in the new library. For example, in the old libraries,
books classihed in the LC subdivision
AZ were followed by books classified in
the LC subdivision B. I n the new library,

j- T w o bookstack collections ( T h e Rare
Book and RIanuscript Collection a n d T h e
Far Eastern Collection) remain distinct collections in the Regenstein Library. Other
books not incorporated into the Regenstein
main collection make up the nine Regenstein
reference collections.
L i b ~ a r yof Congress classification sul~division (LC subdivision) is the secondary division witllitl the Library of Congress classification system. I t is usually identified by two
letters, e.g., AC, BC, H.4.

:

The Joseph Regenstein Library (view from
the southeast).

Staircase joining the second and third floor
reading rooms.

books classified in AZ are followed by
books classified in GF.+

Figure 1. Book label; Furniture label

Book Move Plan
T h e basic plan for the book move
was simple. T h e books were moved in
groups of one shelf length (35") or
slightly less. These groups of books were
called increments and were handled as
units for moving purposes. A numbered
label (see Figure 1) was placed on the
spine of the first book in each increment.
T h e shelf to which that increment was
to move was identified with an identical
label. T h e movers only had to match
the labels on the increments with those
on the shelves. T h e move was facilitated
by coIor coding the labels (a different
color for each of the seven floors in the
new library) and by labeling consecutive
shelves in the new library with consecutively numbered labels.
T h e size of the move and the large
number of books to be interfiled complicated the move considerably and required that a refined book labeling plan
be used for books moving to the Regenstein main collection. I n all cases, the
majority of the books classified in a LC
subdivision were in one of the collections to be moved, and the remainder

* Each floor in the Regenstein Library has
a subject or area orientation (e.g., third floor

-humanities, fourth floor-education/philosophy/psychology). LC subdivisions were
assigned to the appropriate floors according
to the subject matter represented in the subdivision.

Rolls of 500 book la,belr numbered 1-500 were used.
Each roll was distinguished by a lot number which appeared on each label on the roll.
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of the books in that subdivision were located in the other collections that were
moving. T h e largest concentration of
books in a LC subdivision was called,
for labeling purposes, the primary collection of the subdivision. Other groups
of books in this subdivision were called
secondary collections of the subdivision.
T h e first step in the labeling plan provided for measuring all books in the
secondary collections of a subdivision
into 35" increments and recording the
LC call number of the first book in each
of these increments. These records of
increments were combined to make one
record of the increments in all the secondary collections of the subdivision (see
Figure 2). This record was matched with
the books in the appropriate primary
collection, and the points in the primary
collection at which the first book in each
increment would interfile were marked
with cardboard flags. Next, the books in
the primary collection were measured
into ;he inc;ements in which they would
be moved (35" or slightly less) and the

first book in each increment was tagged
with a pressure sensitive label from a
consecutively numbered roll. If a cardboard flag fell within an increment, the
first book in the increment was labeled,
and the next label on the roll was put
aside (on an 8%" x 11" sheet of plastic
kept in a spiral notebook). T h e number
on this label was written on the record
of the increments in the secondary collection of this subdivision. T h e number
was written next to the call number
which would interfile at the point
marked by the flag (see Figure 3).
After the primary collection had been
labeled, the increments in the secondary
collections were tagged with the labels
that had been put aside. T h e record of
increments in the secondary collections
indicated which label should be placed
on the first book of an increment.
This plan provided the means by
which the mover could deliver all books
in secondary collections to or very near
to (within a few shelves) their exact locations. Books which were not moved to
exact locations by the mover were interfiled by library employees after the
mover had finished in an area.
T h e plan for labeling the shelves in
the new library was straightforward. T h e
shelves which would hold the books in
a LC subdivision were labeled consecutively with pressure sensitive labels from
rolls matching the rolls used for the
books in the subdivision. T h e shelf labeling in the new library was done after
the books were labeled to allow for last
minute corrections of errors in measurements or calculations.
A slightly different plan was used for
labeling the books in the storage collection because these books were relatively
inaccessible (shelved on their fore edge
with no space left between the spines of
the books and the next shelf), and
shelved by size rather than by call number. A set of rolls of labels was assigned
to each LC subdivision that was to be
moved from storage. A labeler went
through the aisles in the storage warehouse with a roll of labels for a specific
subdivision. When he found books in
that subdivision he measured them into

Figure 2.
Increments in Secondary Collections
Subdivision H
Collection
Bus../Econ.

Education
Philosophy
Bus./Econ.

Call Number O n
First Book

Label Put Aside

H5 ,156
HZ3 .M9 v.1
HZ3 .M9 v.7
HI05 .H73
H350 .R93
H425 .Q7

Figure 3.
Increments in Secondary Collections
. Subdivision H
Collection
Bus./Econ.

Education
Philosophy
Bus./Econ.

Call Number O n
First Book

Label Put Aside

H5 .I56
H23 .M9 v.1
H23 .M9 v.7
HI05 .H73
H350 .R93
H425 .Q7

0005- 123
0005-369
0005-370
0006-1 78
0006-493
0007-358

35" increments and tagged the first book
in each increment. T h e matching labels
were put on the sixth shelves (counting
from the top) of the Regenstein shelving
sections* assigned to the same subdivision. After the books were moved to
these shelves, they were interfiled one by
one by the library staff. This plan was
feasible only because, in the majority of
the cases, two or more consecutive shelves
in the storage collection contained books
from the same LC subdivisi0n.t
Books not covered by these plans (e.g.,
consecutively shelved books belonging to
different LC subdivisions, books returned

* T h e shelving section is a 7'6" high x
36" wide x 8" deep book stack unit with
seven 35" shelves.
t T h e library had stored large numbers
of books at periodic intervals. T h e books to
be stored had been marked and taken off the
shelves in the library according to the various storage sizes, but in call number order
within each size. Since large numbers of
books had been stored at the same time,
rather large numbers of books in each LC
subdivision were shelved together in the
storage building.

by borrowers after an area had been labeled) were moved to a central location
on the appropriate floor in the Regenstein Library and shelved by the library
staff. T h e number of these books was
small, comprising less than ly0 of the
books moved.
Book Distribution Within the Regenstein Main Collection Bookstacks
Book distribution necessary to allow
growth at different rates with a minimum

of subsequent shifts was provided for by
assigning to each LC subdivision the
number of shelving sections the books in
that subdivision are expected to occupy
when the Regenstein bookstacks are
filled to capacity (estimated year, 1988)
and then spreading the books in that
subdivision evenly through these sections. T h e number of shelving sections a
subdivision is expected to fill in 1988
was calculated as follows (X represents
any LC subdivision):

Sections subdivision x - Estimated ft. of subdivision X in 1988
expected to fill in 1988 - Estimated ft. of 1988 total collection on
floor to which subdivision X assigned

)

(P

T h e 1988 size (in feet) of a LC subdivision was estimated by increasing the
1970 size (in feet) by 18 years' growth at
-rate o f the subdivithe annual
sion. T h e size of each subdivision in
1970 was determined by physical measurement. Annual ugrowth rates for each
subdivision were estimated from a variety of growth studies prepared at the
University of Chicago Library during
the years immediately preceding the
move. T h e estimated size of the 1988
total collection on each floor was calcu-

Number of sections on floor
to which subdivision X as(signed

lated by adding the 1988 estimated sizes
of all subdivisions assigned to that floor.
T h e books in each LC subdivision
were distributed evenly on the middle
three or four shelves in each of the assigned sections. T h e top and bottom
shelves in each section were left empty
for growth. This even distribution was
accomplished by moving the books in a
subdivision's primary collection in increments of an average size. This average
size for each primary collection was calculated as follows:

Ft. of books in primary collection of subdivision X
Increment size for primary NO. of shelves to be used for
collection of subdivision X - No. of shelves to be used for
books in secondary collections
books in subdivision
- (of subdivision X

)

T h e number of feet of books in a primary collection was determined by physical measurement. T h e number of
shelves to be used for all the books in a
subdivision was determined by multiplying the number of sections assigned to
the subdivision by the number of
shelves to be used in each section. This
number of shelves was usually three; if
the growth rate of the subdivision was
low, the number was four. T h e number
of shelves to be used for books from secondary collections was known from the
record of increments in the secondary
collections (see Figures 2 and 3).
T h e books in the secondary collections were moved in standard 35" increments. Since these books usually made
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up a small proportion of the total number of books in a LC subdivision( 20y0
or less), moving them all in increments
of a standard size did not substantially
affect the even distribution of the books.
Method Used for Moving the Books
T h e books were moved in large cardboard cartons (three sizes, 36" long x
27" wide x 30" deep; 36" long x 14"
wide X 26" deep; and, 36" long x 14"
wide x 13" deep) placed on wooden dollies (30" x 20") with rubber casters. T h e
largest carton held six increments, two
on each of three levels. Each set of two
increments was placed in the carton with
the fore edges of the books down, packed

tightly with cardboard filler, and covered with a cardboard liner the size of
the inside of the box. T h e middle-sized
carton was packed in the same way but
had only one increment on each level.
T h e smallest carton with a capacity of
one increment had a fold-over top and
was used for books needing special handling such as unbound collections and
rare or expensive books. Three of these
smallest cartbns were placed on a single
dolly. I n other cases a dolly held one
carton. With the exception of the instance noted below the cartons remained
on the dollies until they were unpacked
in the new library. They were moved to
the new library in standard moving vans.
Where elevators were unavailable,
stairways were negotiated by means of
temporary wooden ramps made of 3/4"
plywood cut in 2' wide strips and laid
bn the stairs. "Two by fburs" were
nailed along the side of the ramp to
guide the boxes down the ramp. T h e
boxes were removed from the dollies for
trips down all except a few short (15')
straight ramps.

The loaded boxes are pushed onto a waiting
moving van.

Furniture and Equipment Move
Furniture and equipment were sent
to their new locations by use of a second
matching colored label plan. Each piece
of furniture was tagged with a colored
label on which floor, room and position
numbers were written (see Figure 1).
These labels were matched with the
floor, room and position numbers written on floor layouts of the new library.
Each department head assumed responsibility for labeling the furniture in his
department and supervised the placement of this furniture in the new library.
Catalog
" cards were left in the old catalog case drawers for the move and transferred to drawers in new cases after arriving in the Regenstein Library.

The books on the top level of the moving carton are placed on the properly labeled shelf.

Problems Caused by the Incomplete
State of the New Building
Pressure to occupy a new building
grows as completion draws near and it is
not unusual i o find buildings occupied
before they are entirely finished. This
168

The primary moving equipment (the cartons
and dollies used).

SPECIALLIBRARIES

was true a t the University or ( : h i c a ~ o .
T h e Chicago Teamsters strikc in thc
spring of 1970 hatl causctl seriot~stlela),s
i n tlle delivery of the shelving :tnd various building- n~aterialsa n d tllur in the
work of the shelving installel-s antl finishing tradesmen. 1;or efectivc 1il)r;rry
operation i n the 1950/51 school yexr, i t
was determined that the 1nos.e sl~oultlI K
finished, if at all possible, by e ; ~ r l )Scptember 1970. 'I'herefore, the m o w ~ v a s
begun before half the 1)ooksllelves ~ w r c
erected, the finishing wol-k done, and all
furniture delivered. T h e s l i e l v i n ~inst;~llers antl finishing tratlesmen continued to
work in the building during the entire
move.
Close cooperation among the supervising- architects, the tonstruction mxnagers, the shelving installers, antl tlie
move director, plus the utilimtion 01, a
flexible moving schedule a n d book mo\-i n g plan, limited the problems caused
by the unfinished condition 01 the building. T h e shelving installer scl~eduled
his work according to the priol-itics of
the book move schedule. N o 1)ooks were
moved to a floor until the stack insta1l;ltion o n that floor was co~npletetl.T h e
tradesmen, furniture installers, and book
movers cooperated in the use of entrances, staging areas a n d e l e v ; ~ t o ~ s .
T h e most serious problem the mover
faced because of the unfinished state of
the building was the possibility that the
moving work flow might be stoppecl.
Crews were packing books in the old
libraries a t the same time that other
crews were unpacking i n the Kegenstein
Library. T h e boxes a n d dollies were cycled a n d used over antl over again. 1
C
the movinp trucks could not be unloatletl
because other deliveiies Iveie tieing 7111
the unloading area, or if the e l e v a t o ~ s
could not be used for a considerable
length of time, the whole move operation
could have come to a complete stop.
I n a n attempt to remove the I;ossibility of a delay i n unloading the moving
trucks, the University gave tlie mover
exclusive use of one of the two Kegenstein Library loatlillg docks. 7'11is solution worked fairly well. Perioclically,
however, when the mover's ~~liloacling
Ll

space was not a c t u d l y occupied by one
of his trucks, tfle space wits 1)reemptetl
by a driver who had ;t critical delivery
lor one oS the building contractors, o r
w11o was unusually strong willed." T h e
1)assenger elevators in the new library
were made available for use by the mover
when the large freight elevators were
lied u p or Ixoken down. Finally, tlle
scheduling of large deliveries for Saturdays whenever possible provided a little more relief.
A second problem resulting from the
unfinished state of the building was the
lack of required staging areas. T h e mover
neetletl staging areas a t the library entrance for incoming material antl for
empty boxes antl dollies returning to be
reused in the old libraries. H e needed
staging areas outside the elevators For
material waiting to be taken to upper
floors. T h e tradesmen, their equipment,
antl the building material still in o r coming into the building occupied much of
the space which hatl been planned for
use as the mover's staging areas. T h e
cooperation among the book movers,
tradesmen, a n d installers mentioned
above helped alleviate this problem, b u t
n o entirely adequate solution was found.

Evaluation
I n general, the move went well a n d it
was completed very near the projected
date despite the problems caused by the
incomplete state of the building. All b u t
a very few of the books arrived in good
condition and, i n most cases, they were
placed o n the shelves i n good order.
Fewer than twenty-five pieces of equipment, furniture, or boxes of library records were misplaced for any considel-able
length of time. Very little damage was

* The unloading area prol~lems were
made more difficult Ixcause all trash was removed from the building through the dock
area and ;I large trash container often occupied one ol tlie unloading spaces. hIucll
time would have been saved and frustrations
avoided if a cliffel-ent removal route c o ~ ~ l d
Iiave been planned, but a suitable alternative was n o t available.

done to any equipment or furniture.
(The library's claim for damage to furniture and equipment moved was just
over $200.)
T h e matching label plan was especially effective for moving the books.
T h e primary advantage of this plan was
that all decisions could be made by library personnel before the actual move
began. T h e mover merely had to pack
the books, match the labels, and then unpack the books. I n addition, the plan
accommodated the interfiling problems,
and the books did not have to be moved
in the order in which they would be
shelved in the new library. Other factors
could determine the orddr of the move:
for example, the readiness of a part of
the new building, the need for a collection of books t o remain in use a little
longer, or the most efficient work flow
for the movers. Furthermore, it was easy
to verify that the books were delivered
to the correct shelves by comparing the
label on the book with the label on the
shelf, and this checking
" did not have to
be done immediately. No problems arose
if a box of books went astray because
the labels reserved the assigned shelves
until the box arrived. Finally, the shelves
that would hold large books could be
adjusted before the books arrived. These
shelves were identified by determining
which labels were used on the large
books and finding the shelves tagg&
with the identical labels.
Some problems related to the book
labeling plan did arise. Periodically, the
labelers would make a mistake in measuring or labeling, and more books were
sent to a shelf than would fit on that
shelf. T h e mover sometimes failed to
pack the book with the label, and the
labels came off the books in a few cases.
None of the situations described
caused a significant amount of difficulty
or delay. Books that would not fit on the
shelf to which they were sent were placecl
by the mover on the bottom shelf in the
shelving section to which the books had
been sent. T h e books were placed in
their correct locations later by the interfilers. When the movers discovered boxes
of books which lacked some or all of the

book labels, they pushed the boxes to a
nearby out of the way place (sides of
rooms, aisles already moved into). Library employees gathe] ed these boxes,
determined their proper location by leference to the Library of Congress call
numbers on the books, and put the book5
on the shelves. T h e mistakes that caused
these kinds of problems were minimal
primarily because the mover placed
maximum emphasis on correct pncking
and trained his workers accordingly.
T h e method used for moving the
books (books stacked in large boxes on
dollies) proved to be an economical, effective and acceptable method when the
books were packed tightly and full box
length liners were provided. T h e dollies
made the boxes mobile, and the sides of
the boxes prevented the loss of books or
damage to them. T h e boxes were easier
to load and unload in the stack aisles
than book trucks would have been. No
apparent damage to the books lesulted
from the use of this method. Although
data are not available, it is possible that
the bindings of the books which were
packed on the lower levels in the boxes
may have been damaged slightly.
Conclusions

T h e need for thorough planning of a
large library move is clear." Three
other requirements of a successful move
are not as obvious but are very important. First, it is important that each part
of the plan be tested as it is developed.
No amount of theoretical planning or
knowledge of similar moves can bring
out all the idiosyncracies of a particulai
move. Although many hours between
January and June of 1970 were spent
planning and discussing the book move
plan described in this article, the plan
worked only because of the constant testing and adjustment which took place
during the weeks ~mnletliatel)pleceding

* T h e University of Chicago Library assigned the responsibility for the move to one
staff member (the writer) who spent ten
months, full time, o n the preparation of
specifications and planning.

the move. It would have been advantageous if this testing had been initiated
sooner. Second, since accuracy in measurements and calculations is most important but hard to achieve because the
measurements are so large and the talculations so numerous, care slioultl be
taken to build checks into the plans and
to establish points at which adjustments
can be made. Finally, flexibility in plans,
schedules, and, perhaps most important,
the attitude of all persons involved is
necessary. Any move involving hundreds
of thousands of books and scores of people will not develop exactly as planned.

T h e move director must realize this, develop plans and schedules which allow
for alternate responses to day to day
situations, and apply these plans and
schedules with imagination. And it is as
important that he communicate this
flexible attitude to the library staff o r
they may be discouraged by the delays,
last minute changes and apparently illogical decisions that are part of a large
move.
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Planning a Map Library?
Create a Master Plan!
Stanley D. Stevens
University oE California, Santa C r w , Chliforni;~95060

the entire p l ; m Empllxis is placed on
dewloping ;I verbal tlescription; wide
latitude is gi\.en to the ar(l1itec.t or planI W I . to suggest the 1)11yic.d 21-rangement
that seenls appropriate. O n e mnst assume
that :I ,\laster Plan, once accepted by the
libra1-y administration, will provide the
vehicle for financial support.

1)y c o n l p r e l ~ e n i v estudy o f the past a n d
pujections into the future, be presented
to the 1il)rary atlniinist~.ation.T h e hIaster Plan, it ib assumed, will be used b y
either tlle planners .ivitl~iiithe 1ibrai.y adrninistratio~l wllen i.eniocleling present
spice or 1)). the architect selected to tle\t
tllat
sigu ;I new 1;~cility.O n e n ~ i ~a\sume
a .\laster Plan, c;i~.efull~.
tlesignetl antl
tlisxect ly presented. ~ v i l lreceive a 1)etter
1le;iring ant1 t1ierefo1-e a better chance o f
being xceptecl. U p o n acceptance of the
.\laster Plan, tlle items witll long-range
f r i ~ ~ d i nimplicatioii
g
are nlol.e likely to
I.etei\.c s111)1)01.t~vllcn tl1;it t i ~ l l ecomes.
Tllerefo~.e,t l ~ eempllasis ol' t l ~ ehIastcr
1'1;i1i \110111t1 I)e oil p1;mning for the ultimiire of' tlc\ii.ctl i-e\i~lts,~ . e g ; ~ r t l l eof
s
~ \ - I I C I I I C I ~ sl)atc or i n o ~ ~ nil1
e ? be ; i ~ x i l a l ~ l e
l eg o ~ l .
to :I(( i ) ~ ~ ~ l ) l it\ ll ~
Si~lcemo\t m i p 1il)raries arc inc.l~itiecl
i l l orllci. I)liiltli~~gs.
tllat i 5 , p h ~ s i c a l las~
\o( iatul :I\ 11a1L of :I 1;11,ge1.
~ i ~ ~sonle
i t , of
tllc usii;rl ( I ~ a i x c t e ~ - i s tol'
i ~ \se1)ai-iite liI)I.:II >, 1)11il(Ii11g\
a1 c 11ot 1)ei.ti11e11t to :I

Iiiap library facility a n d therefore not
nientionetl I~ere.Furthermore, since the
interior arrangement of a niap library is
quite (liferent from that of a book liI)raly, it is suggested that one leave placement of the pl~ysical elements to the
arcl~itect.I t is true that those wllo work
wit11 the collection daily will know
wlietl~er the final pl~ysic;~l
plan as m ommended by the a ~ d l i t e c twill or will
not be convenient 11.0111 o u r viewpoint,
b u t presentation to the ; ~ r c l ~ i t e coft the
I n r e Master Plan will give him tlie parameters witli which to develop his tlesign. RIore important, he will have the
maximum fwetlom to suggest innovation i i l ~ da fresh outlook.
T h e r e are sever;d consitlerations that
comprise t l ~ e pre1inlin;u-y s t e p 1)ef'or.e
compilation of the LIaster Plan, antl
most are obvious ant1 neetl only a mention Irere: 1) read every study made of
n u l l lil)r:i~.ics, 2) \,isit as many m a p liI)t.;r~.icsas possil)le, 3) examine various
type., and samples of ecluipment and supplies, a n d 4) consult your crystal ball.

--

I. History and Inter-Relationship with the
Parent Organization
Good planning suggests that one
sl~oultlprovide the architect, or a budget
;inalyst, a definition of the basic composition and the relationship of the m a p library to the parent organization.
T11e fl.amework of this definition
should include the following questions:

Elements of a M a p Library Master P l a n
\\'l~:rt does a m a p lilxarian neetl to decide about l ~ i sm a p library a n d its frrnctions in order to discuss the designing of
;I new facility? T h e ;\laster Plan s l ~ o ~ ~ l t l
include t l ~ efollowing major elements:

I. T h e history antl inter-relatio~lshil,
of t l ~ em a p library witli tlle pm.cnt
organi/ation.
11. X Statement of 0l)jectives.
111. A clescl iption of t l ~ ecollection antl
its sub-parts.
IV. A description of tlie technical processes used i n the acquisition, recei1.ing, cataloging, a n d prese~.vationoE
the collection.

v. T h e

ph)sic;il units that ~ e q u i ~as-e
signmelit of spice.
VI. h l)utlget, incltrtling rcquirenxnts
lor support personnel.
VII. A list of specific ~ e c o ~ n n l e n d a t i o ~ i s
clesignecl to implement the hlastcr
Plan.

I . Wliat has been the historic role of
the unit?
2. W h a t is the "hlaster Plan," if any,
for the parent institution?
3. \\'ill the relationsliip to the parent
organization remain about the same,
o r as it grows will it become more
independent, or will the collection
be al~sorbedinto another aclministrative unit?
4 . W h o are the lib-ary patrons a n d
what are their areas of interest?
5. MThatcategory of public service does
the libral-y serve, antl what are the
special characteristics of that service?
a) General Highel- Education
I ) ~ s t izilion
t
IVllat courses are off'ered a n d which
type of maps are most likely to be
needed?
\,\'ll;lt is the enrollment i n these
courses: Undergraduate a n d Graduate?
\\'hat special areas of research are
long-range projects of faculty a n d
staff?
I)) Public Libml-y
Is the general public of all ages
served?
1Yhat percentage of the public is
composed of sophisticated high
school students? O r other special interest groups?
Is t l ~ enlap library part of a single
rll-l~an facility o r o n e of a multiI ) ~ . a n roperation?
l~

Is the library the primary or secontlary facility?
Do patrons use the materials for wf-

II. Statement of Objectives

T h e immediate goals ant1 long-range
ol~jectivesshould I)e listed in ortler of
priority (not listed in that ortler liere):
As the years pass, will the "pu11lic"
increase sul~stantiallyand tilerefore
the tzork load, or can minor fluctuations be absorl~etlwith the personnel
now available?
\,$'ill the orientation of the collection
remain constant?
XVhat new clial-acteristics will produce significant changes?
How much expansion will occur during this period?
l,\7ill the basic image change a lot, or
a little?
l t ' l ~ a t other map reference sources
are available to the patrons, i.e.,
within the institution, community,
region, or through the inter-library
loan system?
\ . l k i t is the distance of the library
to the next closest map collection?
Is the library's objective to become
the best equipped map resource in
the community?

Ill. Description of the Collection and Its
Sub-parts

Each of these parts should be described
as to the present quantity, spatial volume, and the number of accessions expected on an annual basis.
1. Atlases.

2. Map sheets.
3. Reference books including b o ~ ~ n secl
rials (not including atlasec).
4. Current issues of serials (by number
of titles) on display shelving.
5. Area for restricted materials (either
rare, unusual format, or military);
what portion of the collection is
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rare and will require special preservation ; ~ n dstorage tecliniques?
Teacliing aids iiiclutling nlaps
mounted for classroom we.
Plastic relief maps.
Vertical file materials (folcletl maps,
travel I)~~ocllurcs,
etc.) in pamphlet
boxes.
Aerial photos.
Ovet-lieatl projection transparencies,
and 2" x 2" slides.
One should keep in mind that the content of some map libraries is composed
of maps, atlases, cartogra~,liy/geog~-aptly
books antl serials, as lvell as a full range
of teaching aids. Otliers are solely maps
except for a few reference items. T h e description of the collection should clearly
make this distinction if appropriate. It
is important to distinguish a "reference
only" collection, which is a collection
containing worltl-wide, comprehensive in
scale of maps and subject content, from
the "classroom-instr~~ctional
only" collection. T h e latter typically contains 25 or
30 copies of a single map, antl mounted
maps for classroom use. This type is generally associated with a geography department, but sometimes a library will
service all the functions; if all functions
are serviced from tlie central facility then
one must make this distinction clear so
that the planner can make the necessary
accommodations.

IV. Statement of Technical Processes

1. \\'hat basic processes are in use today?
2. Are any changes anticipated?
3. \\'ill any new equipment be required
for the accomplisllment of the new
goals?
4. Is the collection now cataloged?
5. If it is decided to begin cataloging
the collection, will standard card
format or machine readable data be
produced?
6. l f machine readable data is produced, will the base data be entered
onto a preliminary form (preparatory to key punching) or directly

onto IBM cards or to magnetic or
paper tape?
\Yhat is the flow of map processes
from receipt to cataloging to filing?
What is the physical arrangement of
the various sub-collections? (Include
a floor diagram with the Master Plan
showing present arrangement, but
leave the future to the architect's
recommendation.)
What is the directional flow of patrons upon entry to the Map Room,
and how do they circulate around to
use the various physical elements?
Is any part of the collection circulated? (This factor will help determine the number of personnel
needed.)
Is the acquisition of new maps handled by another department (under
your direction), or is this function
part of the map library's responsibility?

V. Statement of the Physical Elements

When describing the physical elements
of the map library one should assign values to each category, in terms of numbers
of units and physical dimensions, so that
the architect will have an accurate measurement of the total space required for
the element. T h e description should include any special features of operation
of a piece of equipment (voltage of the
electrical wiring, for example), or preferences as to type of shelving, or specifications as to manufacturers.
T h e Master Plan must describe the following:
1. Reading space for patrons (tables,
chairs, etc.). Provide a minimum of
10 sq.ft., and u p to 35 and 50 sq.ft.,
per reader; however, the number of
spaces provided will vary according
to the nature of the library.
2. A separated processing area.
3. Storage space for processing supplies,
map tubes, folders, etc.
4. Office space. Provide 150 sq.ft. for
the map librarian, 120 sq.ft. for each

reference or processing assistant;
standard office equipment should be
provided for each.
5. Map drawers. T h e ideal arrangement
is 3 units of 5 drawers each stacked
together to provide usable sorting
space on top. An accepted standard
is 150 maps per drawer. But if maps
are contained in individual map
folders, 50 maps is a more realistic
number.
6. Map tracing equipment, a drafting
table, and a light table should be
placed with care so that some projects might be left undisturbed for
short periods of time by other activity.
7. Aerial photo stereoscopes should be
provided.
8. A map projector for enlargement and
reduction might be located near the
map tracing equipment.
9. Poster walls for display of current
maps are a must for promoting interest in current geographical events.
10. T h e Map Rooin should be separated
from other parts of the library with a
separate entrance that can be locked
during times when other parts of the
library are still open to the patrons.
I t is assumed that the Map Library
will have shorter hours than the paren t organi~ation.
11. Hook shelving for gazetteers and reference books, including display type
shelving for current serials, should
be provided.
12. Atlas cases for a selected assortment
of handy reference atlases and those
items which have loose parts or are
rare and need secure housing must
be carefully considered. I n some libraries the main atlas collection will
be shelved in the main stacks on flat
shelving, accessible to patrons during the hours the map room is closed.
13. A laminator should be considered
(prices will probably decrease) and
other repair and preservation equipment provided.
14. Mounting facilities and supplies will
probably be an asset to most map libraries, especially if the collection includes the classroom mounted maps.

VI. Statement of Support Personnel and
Budget

1. T h e acquisitions budget should be
delineated apart from the book
budget of the-parent library.
2. T h e equipment and supplies budget
should be clearly itemized apart from
the other elements in the budget.
3. T h e personnel budget can be integrated with the larger parent organization, but the number of persons assigned
to the M ~ Collection
D
should
"
be specified in accordance with the
Master Plan.
4. Public service hours. This factor will
help determine the number of personnel needed.
I n addition to the map librarian, a
minimum of one full-time assistant is
mandatory. If the map library is to be
serviced properly the ideal staffing would
be to provide three full-time persons.
This will provide necessary overlapping
of time to account for absences due to
staff' meetings, sickness, vacations, and
rest breaks during the day. T h e best staffing that can be provided, in lieu of the
above formula, is to have one full-time
assistant, one full-time map librarian,
and as many part-time employees as necessary to cover the times when there are
regular absences of the full-time staff
members; that is, part-time student assistants can be scheduled for two hours
during the mid-morning, lunch, and midafternoon periods (assuming the usual 8
a.m.-5 p.m. work day). If the facility is
to be open nights and weekends, the formula can be expanded at the same ratio.

VII. Recommendations to Implement the
Master Plan

If a ready-made group does not exist,
the map librarian should appoint a reviewing team which represents all interested groups. T h e basic purpose of this
team is to review the proposed Master
Plan to see if the map librarian has considered all aspects of the facility, given
proper emphasis to each element, and

adequately defined the needs of the patrons to be served.
Whatever the composition, the reviewing team should be constituted in such
a way that its duties and powers are explicit. It should be vested with the power
to make changes in the proposed Master
Plan and give final approval. Naturally
the team must understand that their
power is only advisory and that final approval is simply endorsement to aid the
map librarian in his final presentation.
T h e team should look carefully at the
plan and express their sense of priorities.
Since these long-range plans cannot be
accomplished all at once, a preferred sequence should be created.
Once the Master Plan has survived the
review process of this team and received
its final endorsement, it can be presented
to the library administration for analysis.
Conclusion
With the constant growth of map collections there is a need to present a Master Plan for long-range development so
that an architect or planner can know
what he is expected to invent. T h e writer
has attempted to stateelements of a Master
Plan for a map library. T h e "checklist"
includes the basic consideration that if
the map librarian can successfully answer all the questions raised therein, it
will not only present adequate descriptions for the architect but, and more important, he will create for himself a
unique understanding of his role and his
map library.
Received for review N o v 5, 1971. Manuscript accepted for publication Dec 7,
1971. Presented at a panel of the Geography and M a p Division o n J u n 11,1971,
during SLA's 62nd Annual Conference
in
Francisco.
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Library Circulation Systems
An Overview
Cecily J. Surace*
T h e Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

T h e model circulation system outlined is an on-line real time system in
which the circulation file is created from
the shelf list and the terminal inquiry
system includes the capability to query
and browse through the bibliographic
system and the circulation subsystem together to determine the availability for
circulation of specific documents, or clocuments in a given subject area, or by a
certain author, etc. Most of the subsystems are updated on-line, and there is

A

MODEL of a circulation system (Figure 1) indicating a spectrum of functions
and benefits is presented. Four types of
circulation systems will be discussed in
an attempt to measure the capabilities
of these systems against the model and
each other.
Some of the system requirements and
benefits that can be derived from the
model include:

* Any views expressed in this paper are
those of the author. They should not be interpreted as reflecting the views of T h e Rand
Corporation or the official opinion or policy
of a n ) of its governmental 01 pritate research sponsors.
Cecil) Surace is now at hIetropolitarl Cooperati1 e Library System, 285 E. \\'alnut
St., Pasdtlena, Calif. 91101.

minimum delay to the user. T h e system
is designed independent of the input
medium. I t may be an IBM 35'7 data
collection system, a terminal keyboard,
an OCR system, etc. T h e only requirement is that the user does not have to
be present to borrow an item. T h e model
extends beyond the operational limits
of most existing circulation systems and
can be considered a reflection of the
current state of the art.

1. Creation of the circulation file from
the shelf list input, including complete record of holdings, etc.
2. Activity against the shelf list updates
the circulation file.
3. File accuracy due to computer filing.
4. Up-to-date circulation information
including charges, overclues, reserves,
renewals, etc.
5. Automatic update of reserve data.
6. Automatic pre-due notices and orerdue notices and calculation of circulation fines.
7. Frequency of circulation of each
item, including items that do not
circulate.
8. Feedback of frequency of circulation
data to acquisition and weeding operations.
9. Feeclback from reserve and renewal

Figure 1. Circulation Subsystem
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subsystenls to the acquisition system
to provide information for purchase
of d ~ ~ p l i c acopies.
te
Feedback to shelf list system when
item is reported lost or missing.
Access to circulation file by book ID,
by due date, by borrower, etc.
Borrower circulation lists indicating
outstanding charges.
Statistics on circulation by classification.
Statistics on charges, discharges, renewals, reserves, etc.
Statistics on borrowers including all
items borrowed, frequency of use of
library, types of materials borrowed,
etc.
On-line terminals for user reference
to bibliographic file and circulation
subsystem.
Ease of handling borrower priorities,
and limitations on circulation of different types of materials.
A central circulation file which can
be addressed to determine availability of an item in any library tied to
the system.
Borrower does not have to fill out
charge slips.
Circulation systems can be categorized
into four major groups based on the
mode of operation: manual, semi-automated (non-computer), data collection
(batch), and on-line. Fry (1961) was able
to describe and compare 28 systems,
most of which were variations of two
basic types: the Newark self-charge system which originated around 1900 and
based on a book card system, and the
transaction card system. Essentially these
systems are uni-dimensional or single file
systems. Modifications to these systems
include the use of embossed printers to
imprint the borrowers' ID number on
the charge card (Gaylord system) or the
entire borrower's name and address
(Demco system) to eliminate the need to
refer to the registration file for sending
overdues. Another modification was the
use of photocharging equipment for the
transaction card systems.

Card Systems
I n the book card systems, the borrower's name or ID is entered on a book
card found in the book pocket. This card
contains the book's ID. T h e book card
and borrower's card are stamped with the
due date, and the book card is later filed
in the circulation file. This file is arranged either by book ID or by date due
and then book ID. T o reserve a book, the
borrower completes a postcard or other
record which is then filed by book ID in
a reserve file. When a book is returned
the circulation file must be cleared, the
book card replaced in the book, and then
the book is checked against the reserve
file. I n some cases the reserve file is
checked against the books in the stacks,
but it is possible a book on reserve will
circulate again before the reserve check is
taken. T o send overdues, the circulation
file must be searched, as well as the borrowers' file for addresses.
T h e transaction card system was first
introduced in the late 1930's in an attempt to provide a system which would
reduce manual charging and discharging
time. In its initial form or design the
transaction card system required the borrower to enter the book ID and borrower
I D and prenumbered transaction card
with a
slip attached. T h e paper
slip was separated from the card,
stamped with the due date and inserted
in the book. T h e transaction card was
stamped and filed by transaction card
number-a numeric file. T o discharge a
book, the paper slip was removed from
the book pocket and used to clear the
transaction card file. T h e book was
ready for shelving. Overdues were easy
to spot because of the numerical order
of the file. Reserves on the other hand
remained a problem as in the book card
charge system.
According to Fry (1961) the basic selfcharge transaction card system is cheaper
to operate than a book charge file system.
Since the burden of filling out the transaction card is on the borrower, he estimates that in a public library, for 1,000
circulations, 5.3 man-hours are required
compared to 8.6 man-hours for a book

cartl charge system. These figures include
registration, charging, discharging, overdues iilld reserve operations. However,
Fry does not attempt to evaluate the effect of reduced benefit to the borrower
and the library since the transaction card
system does not provide information on
the location of an item in circulation. If
the book is not on the shelf, one assumes
it is charged out. 111 this regard it is significant to note that none of the college
and university libraries surveyed by Fry
used the transaction cartl system. These
libraries must know where their books
are at all times.
Both systems fail to pi-ovide any meaningful statistical data to the total library
system. Since the principal purpose of a
library is to disseminate information
found in documents, and one of the instruments for doing this is the circulation system, it is obvious the circulation
syslem should not be treated as a purely
mechanical operation which does not require statistical analysis and feedback.
As indicated in the list of benefits from
the model circulation system, statistical
data fronl circulation activity can be
used to influence the purchase of duplicate copies and weeding decisions. It can
also assist management in analyzing the
various circulation operations, reveal
weaknesses in the collection, and provide
data on user reading habits, etc.
Data Processing Systems
In an effort to reduce circulation costs,
particularly labor costs, and to provide
more meaningful statistical data and
faster turn around time, libraries turned
toward data processing equipment.
Becker (1964) points out that mechanized
circulation control started in the 1930's
when edge-notched cards were used. Tlie
advantage of the edge-notched files was
to permit a library to maintain its circulation charges by call number, and at the
same time, by use of notches to represent
the clue date, the file could be searched
quickly for overdue operations. L\'ith the
introduction of punched cards in place
of edge-notched cards, circulation systems
were able to use card sortel-s to maintain

their circulation files and to assist in locating overdue items. However, the discharge operation continued to be a manual procedure, and the reserve file was
still a separate function.
Many of the early punched card circulation systems were based on keypunching the book's I D data onto a card and
inserting the due date at the time of circulation. T h e borrower's I D was entered
(usually in writing) on the card and
when the book was returned the punched
book card was stamped "returned" and
inserted in the book pocket to be used
at a later circulation to reproduce a new
keypunch record.
Comparisons
T o compare the manual and semiautomated systems against the model is
relatively simple. T h e manual, transaction card and edge-notched card systems
are dependent on manual manipulation
of the charge and discharge operations.
I n all cases overdue notices are manually
prepared and no meaningful statistics
about circulation activity can be developed. They are essentially single file systems and do not permit fast manipulation of data nor duplication of data.
T h e primary benefit from these systems is a low operating cost, but only if
the circulation activity is small, and
there are no variations in circulation
policy based on user priorities, date due
policies, etc. T h e manual systems tend to
break down when the annual circulation
approaches 100,000 or more, a1though
there is very little in the literature which
clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of
the different circulation systems at varying levels of activity. Bell Laboratories
(Kennedy 1968) and Brooklyn College
(Cox 1963) have stated their experience
with manual systems and their increasing
inefficiency with growing circulation activity. Flannery and Mack (1966) reported the Lehigh University manual
system was ineffective when the annual
circ~dation reached 150,000; McCoy
(1965) reported the Southern Illinois
University system broke down at 1,000
circulations per day. James Cox (1963)

compared three systems at UCLA and
conLludetl that thk total annual operating costs for a semi-automated system
(Keysort) were the lowest at $23,000, the
manual system was costed at $26,000 and
a fully automated circulation system at
$31,000. IVith improvements planned in
1963, UCLA hoped to have this latter
figure down to $29,000. However, the labor costs were lowest with the automated
system, and highest for the manual system. considering the continued grow&
in the student body and thus library circulation, the costs for the automatetl system should remain constant or decrease,
while the labor costs for the manual antl
semi-automated systems will necessarily
increase.
Neither the manual nor semi-automated systems provide the opportunity to
reduce the tedious labor associated witli
circulation systems, and they continue to
be operated in an isolated mode with little interaction with other library units.
T h e introduction of uunched cards. however, did provide an opportunity to
gather historical data on circulation activity, and did pave the way for the concept of single input of data antl an integrated library.
Machine-Readable Cards
According to Becker (1964) the concept of a machine-readable book cartl
and borrower's caltl was intlotluced in
the 1940's by IBRI when it designed
"Punching Judy" for the hiontclair
(N.J.) Public Library. I n this system the
IBM book card antl borrower's card weie
inserted in a "record control unit" machine which had a slave keypunch which
reproduced on a punch card the data collected from the inserted records. T h e
slave keypunch also punched date t h e
information, and a serial transaction
number. This then became the circulation record, and the original book cartl
was replaced in the book. When the
book nias returned, the book card was
inserted in the "record control unit"
where the slave keypunch produced a
"return" card for matching against the
circulation cards. A match purged the

"cleared" circulation cartl from the active file. This charging and discharging
was a mechanized procedure. T h e circulation file was machine-sorted to perform
overdue operations, 11ut the reserve procedures were still external to the file.
Data Collection Systems
In 1959 IBhI introduced the 357 Data
Collection System for circulation control. This was a logical progression from
the introduction of punched cards. T h e
components of a 357 system include a
computer, a 357 input station, a 358 control unit, and a keypunch. T h e control
unit acts as liaison between the input station and the keypunch. A 374 cartridge
reader is optional depending on whether
the library has variable date due information and prefers not to have to enter
the date due as it would if the 372 manual entry keyboard is used.
T h e 357 system requires a plastic borrower's card (similar to a credit card)
and a plastic book ID card. T h e charging
antl discharging systems are similar to the
"Punching Judy" system except the cards
created by the slave keypunch are fed to
a computer which creates a magnetic
tape circulation file. This tape can be
processed daily and witli appropriate
programs can handle not only the charging and discharging operations, but also
reserves, renewals and overtlues. I t can
also print out multiple copies of the circulation record and in varying formats:
by book call number, by borrower, by
clue date, etc. It can also compute overdue fines and send out overdue notices.
It accepts reserve information, shows this
in the circulation printout, and prints a
notice that the book is reserved and
should not circulate again. Because it is
tied to a computer the 357 system can
provide a full array of statistical data.
For discussions of data collection systems
installed see Auld (1968), Brown (1967),
Cammack (1965), Campbell (1969), Flannery (196G), McCoy (1 965), Parker (1967),
Payne (19(i6), antl Stockton (1967).
T h e I B l I 357 and other data collection systems offered an advance in the
state of the art of circulation systems,

and it was not long before additional improvements were made. As originally implemented the data collection systems
proviclecl speed in charging and tli5chal-ging, improved accuracy, and increased
statistical and analytical I-eporting.However, because they were operated in a
batch mode, the data collection systems
did not provide real-time inf'oi.niation
and automatic, timely follow-up 011 ITserves, nor were the computer programs
operated against tlic entire shelf list inventory, but rather they processed only
the active circulation records. These capabilities could be designed into a data
collection system liooketl to a conlputcr
operating the circulation system in an
on-line mode, or designed into an online system utilizing a keyboard terminal
as the input device.
Heirieke (1969) at hlidwestern University, and Hamilton (1968) at the Illinois
State Library describe data collection

Annotated References
Auld, I.. / Automated Book Order and Circulation Control Procedures a t the Oakland University Library. J o u m n l of L i b r a ~ yAutomalion
1: p.93-109 (Jun 1968)
T h e circulation system dcscril~etl utilizes an
IBM 357 data control unit \vith modifications on
controlling the various operations by using "trigger cards." Such cards are used to control the
type of borrower, to indicate the kind of operation: charge, discharge, resene, missing, at
bindery, etc. T h e circulation file is updated overnight by the 1620 computer system.
T h e system as designed has a maximum file
capacity of 9,000 charges at one time and can
handle a total of 115,000 transactions per year.
No indication is given of the replaced system
and the reasons for automation.
Becker, J. ! Circulation and the Computer.
A L A Bulletin 58: p.1007-1010 (Dec 1964)
Presents a brief history of the development of
circulation systems and discusses in more detail
an IBM batch processing circulation system using the 1401 with input ria punch book cards
which are a by-product of the shelf list. T h e system requires the borro\c.er to enter his own I D
data on the punch book card. This is later keypunched to produce a circulation record xrhich
is put on computer magnetic tape for processing.

systems operating with on-line circulation systems. In both libraries the reserve
pro1)lem is resolved because on-line updating of the file permits the system to
alert the circulation attendant that a document being discharged is on reserve.
However, botll systems operate against
the active circulation file. rather than
against the entire shelf list inventory. Another on-line system utilizing a keyboard
terminal as the input device was designed without the complete library
lioldings as the master file at the State
University of New York at Buffalo (La~ o r i c k1967). It was not until the Bellrel
system (Kennedy 1968) was designed and
implemented that an on-line real-time
circulation system with the shelf list inventory as the master circulation file became a reality. (Unstead 1967 describes
such a system, but there is no indication
it is operational.) I t is not clear, however, if the Bellrel system is an integrated

Blau, E. J. / An Automated Circulation System
and Master Book File for a Medium-Sized Scientific Library. ASIS Proceedings: p.21-38 (Oct
1966)
Describes a system which operates in a batch
mode on the 360191 with card input and disk
storage. T h e file is random access with the accession number serving as the record key. Direct
access is used for file maintenance and update,
but for report generation the file is searched
sequentially.
An improvement over most circulation systems is the fact that the entire book collection
record is used for the circulation file, instead of
just those items in circulation: however, the
creation of this record is not a n integral part of
the cataloging system, but an additional input.
In addition, any circulation transaction requires
that a transaction sheet be prepared by the circulation desk with the appropriate codes and
data elements. These sheets are later keypunched
and provide the input to the system. This would
appear to be a serious delay factor and one
which is error prone at that.
Booz, Allen. Applied Research Inc. / Mechanization Study of the U.S. Army / Picatinny
Arsenal, Dover, N.J. Booz, Allen. Sep 1966, 24p.
Describes in more detail the system originally

system accepting its input as a by-product
of the catalog system or as duplicate input from cataloging. T h e latter appears
to be the current design, although there
are plans to implement a fully integrated
circulation system. Of course the obvious
advantage of a shelf list circulation system is the additional information library
management will have in determining
the circulation usage of its holdings, the
strengths and weaknesses of the collection, additional input for weeding decisions, etc.
T h e Integrated System
A wholly integrated circulation system which is a subsystem of a cataloging
input is within the state of the art. What
is lacking is an appreciation for, and
more important, an evaluation of the
cost effectiveness of the various circulation systems in terms of the total collec-

written u p by Haznedari and Voos in 1964. T h e
author conclude^ that the system is mole efficient
than the replaced manual system. I t is unfortunate the authors did not attempt to compare
the puuch c a ~ t l system against a more fully
automated circulation sFstem.
Bro\\n, W. L. / A Computer Controlled Charging System a t Essendon Public Library. Australian Library Journal 16: p.231-9 (Dec 1967)
Describes a data collection systcm similar to
the IBM 357 system, but employing Olivetti
equipment. T h e circulation system is supported
by a computer program which operates against
the entire shelf list and borrower's file. T h e
data collection system captures the transaction
information which is batched for input to the
computer.
Cammack, F. hl. / Remote-Control Circulation.
College and Research Libraries 26: p.213-218
(May 1965)
Describes the circulation systcm designed for
the University of Hawaii library, which utilizes an IBhl 1001 data collection system. T h e
1001 uses telephone lines conuected to a Slavc
keypunch; the 357 uses cable. T h e 1001 system
described operates pretty much like the 357 except the amount of data transmitted is limited

tion. size of the circulation file, annual
circulation activity, number of borrowers, the loan policy, the type of library
(public, special or academic), the conversion and equipment costs, the equipment
downtime and costs for back-up systems,
labor costs and the benefits of these systems. As indicated earlier, there is very
little in the literature about the cost effectiveness of tllese systems, particularly
the automated system.^. Somecost studies
have been attempted (Fry 1961; Library
Technology Project 1965, 1967; Kimber
1968) but they are incomplete and provide very little insight into cost tradeoffs that must be made in converting
from a manual or semi-automated system
to an automated batch or on-line system.
Only Fry and the L i b ? - a ~ yTechnology
Reports have attempted any analysis of
the different systems. Unfortunately tllese
studies are of little value since they attempted to measure and compare the sys-

to borrower's ID and book call number, collectiou code and loan period code. T h e title
and author canuot be transmitted.
Cammack, F. and Mann, D. / Institutional Implications of a n Automated Circulation Study.
College and Research Libraries 28: p.129-132
(Mar 1967)
T h e Oakland University Library utilizes an
Inhl 357 data collection system with a 1620
computer. T h e authors describe data that can
be collcctetl and analyzed to assist library management. T h e data include charging activity
patterns to assist in manpower scheduling;
heaviest used portion of the collection; student
ant1 faculty usage; students and fields of study
correlations; grades and library usage, etc.
Although these data can help the library to
react to the needs of the users, one wonders if
there are iuvasious of privacy lurking in the
corncrs?
Campbell, G. R. / T h e Circulation System of
the McPherson Library, University of Victoria.
L A R C Reports 2 (1): p.2643 (Mar 1969)
Discusses a system dcsigncd for operation on
the IBM 360144 utilizing punched book cards
produced from the shelf list, and an IBM 1030
data collection system. There are no unusual

tems at one point in time only, and also
attempted to cover too much ground.
T h e circulation requirements in a public, academic or special library differ and
it is unfair to compare these systems as
operated by the different libraries. One
also wonders if Fry's prejudices against
mechanization did not interfere with
some of his conclusions. Ruecking (1961)
attempted to develop some equations
which could be used to project circulation and staffing requirements over a period of time to justify automation, but
his equations are based on a circulation
volume which is constantly increasing.
There is no attempt to provide some
fundamental understanding of all aspects of circulation, such as the reserve
or overdue volume which can be critical
even when total circulation volume is
relatively stable. Perhaps circulation systems are unique to their institution? And
yet this belies the latest activity in the design of circulation systems.

The software package designed as a
general purpose system has been introduced to the library automation field.
Organizations such as System Development Corporation and Computer Real
Time Systems have designed general purpose circulation systems which can be
implemented in any library having access to a computer, or capable of purchasing or renting a terminal to be
linked to a computer. T h e System Development Corporation design is on-line
and connects the library to the SDC computer via a teletype terminal. T h e actual
file updating is done overnight, however.
T h e CKTS approach requires that the
lil~raryprovide the computer. T h e system may be batch or on-line and is independent of input device. Both systems
can operate against the entire shelf list
as the master circulation file or just the
active circulation file. T h e questions
raised by these systems are: 1) Can a library operate an effective circulation sys-

features in this system. It is unfortunate that
the tlesigners did not include use of the shelf
list against which circulation activity could be
posted.

is not unique, and therefore no comments will
be made regarding this design. However, instead of preparing keypunch book cards for the
entire collection of 450,000 volumes, cards were
prepared for only the most active books in the
collection, antl all new books, in advance of installation. T h e less active books would have book
cards punched at the time of circulation. This
does appear to be an economical way of adjusting the system to avoid unnecessary costs.
Interestingly enough, the authors conclude
that there is no arithmetical formula to be derived from current circulation volume to indicate mechanization is required. Growth trends
antl the level of control desired are principal
guides.

Cox, J. R. / (Communication) I n Circulation
Activities. College and Research Libraries 24:
p.492-495 (Nov 1963)
A very informative communication which
provides some comparisons in operating costs
between manual, semi-automated and fully automated circulation systems. Concludes that the
manual and semi-automated systems cannot
handle the loads in large university libraries,
and although the fully automated systems are
more expensive, they provide increased services,
and in the long run will operate more efficiently
and economically.
Flannery, A . and Mack, J. / Mechanized Circulation System, Lehigh University Library. Library systems analysis report no.4. Center for the
Information Sciences, Lehigh University, 1966,
lip.
Describes an IBM 35; data collection system
installed at Lehigh University for circulation
control. T h e system is tied to a GE 225 computer
and a daily printout of the circulation file is
kept at the loan desk. T h e 357 system designed

Fry, G., antl .Associates, Inc. / Study of Circulation Control Systems. Chicago, Ill., 1961, 138p.
Analyzes the components of circulation systems and attempts to pro\-ide c o ~ tcomparisons.
T h e systems sludietl included book cart1 file
systems, charge card file systems, and transaction card systems. T h e libraries surveyed included public, academic and special libraries.
This study is very useful to someone wishing
to leal-n of the highlights of various manual
systems. T h e cost comparisons are also urefttl,
although not hcyond question. For example, is

ten1 b y using someone else's computer?
2 ) l\'Iiat comprornixes al-e made to install
a general 111u.posesoltwa1.e package?
Aiiotlie~ ;ii.ea that I-equil-es study is
the "big l)~~otlier"
arpect of ci~.cdation
analysis. \\'liile r n d l circulatioli data
~t.illbe 11seSu1to library management in
terms of acquisition, weeding, circulation
desk manpower 1-equi~.ements,etc., ;rnd
wl~ilecirculatioll data can provide valuable insights into student and faculty
use o f the library, colwlation 1)et~veen
library use antl acatlenlic acliievenient,
etc., it is aljo possible this data could I x
misused to threaten or invade tlie privacy
of library users. For instance a cliaii-man
of a department may show unusual interest in the reading habits of his faculty; or a n instructor might want to
know which of liis students have actually
read tlie books he assigned; or a legislator might ask a public library to provide a list of books I>orrowetl by "questionable" citizens, etc. Some computer-

filing time constant whether the file consists of
5,000 or 50,000 items?
Geer, H. T. / Charging Systems. Chicago, Ill.,
1855, 17ip.
A guide to the selection of charging systems.
Describes each system, the routines involved in
charging, discharging, handling renewals antl
reserves, and sending overdues.
Hamilton, R . F. / "The Illinois State Library
On-Line Evaluation Control System." I n Proceedings of the 1968 Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing.
Discusses an on-line circulation system which
operates on an IBM 1710 system usiug IBM 1031
terminals for input. T o charge a book the system requires a punch book card and a borrower's badge. Input through the 1031 activates
a computer check of the borrower's ID card
status. T h e computer automatically updates the
borrower's record, circulation record, and related statistics reports. It is significant to note
the book ID cards were generated from the shelf
list which is also on punch cards, but no attempt
was made to use the shelf list as the basic record against which all circulatiou activity could
be posted. This system provides many of the
features found in batch data collection systems,

ized circulation systems al-e now using
the borrower's Soci;il Security number
as liis identification key. T h u s there is
no reason why a dossier on an individual
could not be built to include reading
liabits and fed to some national data
bank. These may appear as far-fetched
fancies, but it can happen!
I n summary, the aclvances in circulation systems will be made via automation
and tlie integration of the circulation
system with tlie acquisition and cataloging systems. Additional work must be
carried on in the area of cost benefit
;~nalysisof various systems and volume
of activity.
licceived for ~ e v i e wMay 18,1971. Manu.sc~iptaccepted for publication Nov 18,
1971.
Cecily Surace is a member of the staff
of Metropolitan Cooperative Library
System, Pasadena, Calif.

exccpt i~ is updating the file on-line. It does,
however, automatically notify the circulation
desk of an on-reserve status of any discharged
book, thus facilitating the control of reserved
books.
Harris, M. H. / T h e 357 Data Collection System for Circulation Control. College and R e search Libraries 26: p.1 l9-120,158 (Mar 1965)
From questionnaires sent to 60 medium-sized
academic libraries, the author concludes that 30
of the 47 libraries queried could feasibly make
use of the IBM 357 data collection system based
011 his premise that any library spending more
than $2,500 a year on filing, card pulling and
overdue notices can justify the new system.
There is no justification provided for this assumption exccpt the fact that the 357 system
rents for about $2,500 per year. T h e author assumes a computer is available for library use.
Haznedari, I, and Vooa, H. / Automated Circulation a t a Government R&D Installation.
Special 1.ihmries: p.77-81 (Feb 1964)
Describes a system using IBM punch cards as
input to a 1401 for update of the circulation file,
irlcludirrg a daily printout of the circulation file
and reserve listings, and monthly overdue notices and borrower's active charge statements.

T h e punch cards are prepared at the time of
circulation from request cards filled out by the
borl-owes. A duplicate punch card is inserted in
the borrowed item, later to be used as a "return" card.
T h e system takes advantage of the use of
punch cartls and computers, but as the authors
indicate, in a very limited way. They do plan
to enter the shelf list file as the circulation rccord, thereby expanding the circulation services
and providing library management with more
meaningful data for book pnrchases and weeding.
Heineke, C. D. and Boyer, C. J. / Automated
Circulation System a t Midwestern University.
ALA Bulletin: p.124%1254 (Oct 1969). Also
Boyer, C. J. / On-Line Library Circulation Control System at Midwestern University. L A R C
Reports 2 (1): p.44-58 (Mar 1969)
Describes a circulation system operated in a n
on-line mode on an IBM 1401 coupled with an
IBM 1031 data collection system. T h e 1401 is
shared by other departments at the University;
it is not a dedicated computer. Batch programs
are interrupted by the on-line systems as required. T o charge an item, the book card antl
borrower's badge are inserted in the clata collection system. T h e program interrupts the
background processing in the computer until
the borrower's file is checked and the clearance
to charge the book is ascertained (less than 1/2
second of CPU time; a total of 10 seconds). T h e
1033 printer prints a book slip which is inserted
in the charged out book.
This system appears to be efficient, but it lacks
the sophistication of circulation systems tied to
the entire shelf list. Also, one wonders what the
maximum limit is on circulation records? However, the system does prevent reserve books from
circulating, provides borrower status information, date due and fine computations, statistical
records and a daily printout of the circulation
file.
Kennedy, R. A . / Bell Laboratories' Library
Real-Time System (BELLREL). Joni-ncrl of Library Auto~f~ation:
p.128-146 (Jun 1968)
Describes an on-line system consisting of
terminals in three different locations, linked by
Dataphone to the 360140 computer. Direct access disk files provide information on the total
collectior~ (shelf list) and circulation activity
against it. T h e system has a union list of all
three libraries and can indicate the current
status of any item in the system, even indicating
the item is on the shelf and ready for circulation.
Each library has two terminals with keyboard,
printer, and card read facilities. There are 22
transactions covering charging, discharging, reserves, and queries. Daily loan lists, prc-due and
overdue notices, high-tlemand lists, statistics,
etc. are batch processed. T h e system can handle
over 300,000 transactions per year.
Although this system is perhaps the most
sophisticated circulation system providing online update to the file, including reserve data, it
does not appear to be integrated with the catalog system. This last sentence is vague because
the article is vague about how the circulatio~i
file, which is the shelf list file, is produced. I t

appears to be duplicate input from the catalog
system, antl not created as an integrated file
from the catalog s)stem, although this is a
stated objective of the system. I n addition, the
time it takes to complete a loan transaction is
23 seconds. This is longer than the manual
system it replaced, and the 357 data collection
system.
Kimber, R. T. / Studies a t the Queen's University of Belfast on Real-Time Computer Control of Book Circulation. Journal of Documentation: p.116-122 (Jun 1966)
Presents the plans for circulation control a t
Queen's Uni1,ersity of Belfast which includes
on-line interrogation of the loan file which includes the complete shelf list as the master file
against rvhich all circulatior~ transactions are
made. Not much detail is given regarding the
system design, but it appears the author is consitleritlg an integrated library when the shelf
list data is generated by the cataloging function
and input to the circulation system.
Kimher, R. T . / An Operational Computerized
Circulation System with On-Line Capability.
Program (no.3): p.75-79 (Oct 1968)
Describes a generalized processing system
called TERPS used in a circulation system at
the West Sussex County Library. T h e circulation system is operated in a batch mode with
input via a data collection system using edgepunched cartls. Interrogation of the system is via
typewriter consoles in an on-line mode.
Perhaps the only unique feature of this system is the use of a general file maintenance
system adapted to circulation use, and the online query system. There has been no attempt to
broaden the circulation function and to integrate it with the shelf list file.
Kimber, R. T. / T h e Cost of a n On-Line Circulation System. Programs (no.3): p.81-95 (Oct
1968)
Compares the cost of a normal system in operation at the Queen's University of Belfast with
estimates of the cost of an on-line computerized
system. Concludes that the on-line system will
effect a 45% reduction in the manpower devoted to circulation activities, although it will
be 15% more expensive.
Lazorick, G. J. and Herling, J. P. / A RealTime Library Circulation System Without PrePunched Cards. Proceedings of the American
Documentation Institute 4: p.202-206 (1967)
Describes a real-time circulation system using
an IBM 2741 typewriter terminal and the CDC
6400 computer. T o charge an item the borrower's ID and book call number are entered
via the terminal. T h e typed record is inserted in
the book and the transaction completed. T h e
program includes batch automatic processing
for overdue notices, save notices and circulation
statistics. T h e books do not require book cards
of any sort. T h e computer can be addressed via
the terminal for circulation status of any item.
T h e charge time is 20 seconds.
This on-line system handles transactions numbering over 300,000 per year at the State University of New York at Buffalo. Branch libraries
are hooked into the system, but the master

circulation file consists only of charged materials, not the shelf list or record of complete
library holdings.
Library Technology Reports / T h e Use of
Data Processing Equipment i n Circulation Control. Library Technology Reports, July 1965,
24p.
Describes three machine systems for circulation control, and analyzes their costs. T h e cost
of operating a circulation control system was divided into four categories: staff time, cost of
purchasing or renting equipment, supplies, installation costs.
Concludes that justification for mechanization
of circulation systems "must be other than economic." Cautions librarians to analyze thoroughly their manual systems and even consider
additional costs of increased labor force vs.
mechanization. T h e conclusions are based on
rather incomplete cost analyses.
Apparently the authors of this LTP do not
consider the increased speed and accuracy of
the three mechanized systems, as well as other
benefits from mechanization, unique results
available only through mechanization. They
contend a manual system can do the same. Considering the three systems they have analyzed,
and having the advantages of five years of continued progress, some of their conclusions seem
justified. T h e systems they analyzed appear to
be quite cumbersome and certainly do not take
advantage of mechanization as much as they
should. Except for the IBM system, none use
computers, and only the IBM system uses data
created from the shelf list.
Library Technology Reports / T h e Remington
Rand and Walkenhorst Photo-Charging Machines. Library Technology Project, March 1966,
6 ~ .
Describes two book charging systems based
on the photo-charge method. T h e authors conclude these German made machines offer no advantage over American made products.
Library Technology Reports / Three Systems
of Circulation Control. Library Technology R e ports, May 1967, 40p.
Discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
three systems used for circulation control: the
Demco charging system; the IBM 357 circulation
control system (one card); and the IBM 357
circulation control system using two cards.
T h e authors conclude these systems are superior to three mechanized systems they analyzed in 1965. However, they still reveal their
prejudices for manual systems concluding that
operating costs will increase, but not indicating
the increased speed and benefits from the 357
systems, computer manipulation of circulation
data, and the possibilities of integrated library
systems. T h e authors feel libraries should install 357 systems only if their manual systems
are breaking down, they want to provide special services to different classes of users, and
can have access to a computer. They d o not feel
the two-card 357 system justifies the additional
costs.
McCoy, R. E.

/ Computerized Circulation Work:

A Case Study of the 357 Data Collection Sys-

tem. Library Resources and Technical Services
9: p.59-65 (Winter 1965)
Describes the 357 system with a 1401 computer
installed a t Southern Illinois University, the
reasons for its adoption, the steps taken to prepare for its installation, some costs, and the
benefits. T h e author states the Keysort and
Gaylord charging system failed when the circulation activity reached 1,000 daily.
Nolan, K. P., Cardinelli, F. A., and Kozumplik,
W. A. / Mechanized Circulation Controls. Special Libraries: p.47-49 (Jan 1968)
Describes a simple EAM system using keypunched book cards on which are entered the
borrower's ID at the time of circulation and
later keypunched. These charge cards are duplicated and two files are kept, one by book ID
and one by borrower ID. T h e overdue process
is handled by searching the borrower's file and
duplicating all overdue items. These duplicate
punch cards are then run through a card
readerlprinter to produce overdue notices. T h e
authors contend the system saves about $38,000
annually. Still if the system does handle over
177,000 transactions per year, one wonders how
well the punch cards hold up, and what difficulties the machine room operators experience.
Parker, R. H. / Not a Shared System. Library
Journal: p.5967-3970 (Nov 1 , 1967)
Briefly describes a computerized circulation
system using the IBM 357 for data input and operated in a batch mode. T h e major portion of
this article exhorts libraries to automate.
Payne, L. M., Small, L., and Divett, R. T. /
Mechanization i n a New Medical School Library.
Medical Library Association Bulletin 54: p.337350 (Oct 1966)
Describes the serials and circulation phases of
the data processing system at the University of
New Mexico Library of the Medical Sciences.
T h e circulation system uses an IBM 357 data collection system and EAM equipment. I t appears
the use of EAM equipment is considered economical compared to the use of a computer, but
this may be because the library has a collection
of 5,000 volumes.
Pizer, I., Anderson, I. T., and Brodman, E. /
Mechanization of Library Procedures in the Medium-Sized Medical Library. Medical Library
Association Bulletin 52: p.37@385 (Apr 1964)
Describes a circulation system which is a variation of the Bookamatic system. I t utilizes plastic
book and borrowers' cards which are run through
a n addressograph machine to imprint the embossed data on a n IBM charge card. This card is
then keypunched with the "imprinted" data and
filed in the circulation file. EAM equipment is
used to produce overdue notices.
Since the system described is for a library
whose total circulation file is only 3,000 cards,
the system seems adequate, although it may
prove feasible to use a computer in place of the
continued sorting of cards by EAM equipment.
Pizer, I. H. / A Mechanized Circulation System.
College and Research Libraries 27: p.5-12 (Jan
1966)

A variation of an earlier system descrihctl by
I'izer, et al. (1964).
Describes a circulation system which uses an
Atltlressograph Class 9500 Optical Code Reader
and an IIlhl 1440 computer. ltems are charged
out by inserting an embossed borrower's card
and plastic book card in a data recorder which
impriuts the embossed information from the
borrower's card and book card onto an IBM
punch card. T h e punch card is batchetl with
others and run through the Optical Code Reader
which automatically punches the borrower's illformation in the appropriate c o l u m ~ ~Ts .h e book
ID is then manually keypunched into the card.
This charge card is now ready to be manually
filed in the circulation file. T h e 1440 is used to
produce overdue notices after EAM equipment
does the sorting for the circulation file.
This secms to be a cumbersome system utilizing a lot of equipment. Why could they not design the system utilizing EAM equipment only?
Radford, N. A. and Barry, J. E. / IBM Punched
Card Circulation a t Sydney University Library.
Australian Library Journal: p.228-234 ( l k c 1966)
Describes a mechanized circulation system
based on that developed by the Library of Brooklyn College in N.Y. T h e system utilizes two types
of cards: an 80 column loan card to be filled
out by the borrower, and a 51 column card used
as a transaction card. T h e system requires the
entire loan file to be processed each day. T h e
annual circulation is as high as 320,000 loans.
Ruby, H . \'. / Coinputenzed Circulation a t Illinois State Library. Illinois Libraries 50: p.159I62 (Feb 1968)
Discusses in general terms how the on-line system operates. Charging takes 4 to 9 seconds, discharging 2 to 5 seconds depending on whether a
reserve notice is printed out by the computer.
T h e system operates with IBM punched book
cards duplicated from the shelf list. However,
the circulation activity is not against the shelf
list. No information is given regarding the type
of equipment used for data input, nor the computer used. Apparently the input is captured
"on-line" although the file update is done overnight in batch mode.
Rueeking, F., Jr. / Selecting a Circulation-Control System: A Mathematical Approach. College
and Research Libraries: p.385-390 (Sep 1964)
Develops a series of equations which thc author believes were helpful in analyzing the circulation system at Rice University and which
contributed to the decision to install an IBM
357 data collection.

There are very few data available to compare
the effectiveness of different circulatiou systems.
T h e equations offered do riot satisfactorily solve
thc problem, a d the author is aware of this
when he indicates that six criteria were selected
to provide a common ground for comparing effcctir-cness.
T h e author is also aware of the limitations of
the comparisons made by Fry a i ~ lAssociates
(11161) aud has attempted to provide more accurate means for comparison.
Stockton, f. A. ! An IBM 357 Circulation Procedure. College and Research Libraries 28:
p.35-40 (Jan 1967)
Describes an IBM data collection system used
i n a medium-sized library. T h e chief weakness of
the data collection systems is that they cannot
provide completc control over reserves or
"holds." T h u s it is possible for a reserved item
to circulate again before it is noticed the item
is on reserve for a borrower. However, this is a
weakness true of most manual systems and one
which is corrected only when a circulation system has its discharge transaction on-line and the
file includes on-line update or reserve data.
Trueswell, R. W. / Two Characteristics of Circulation and Their Effect on the Implementation of Mechanized Circulation Control Systems. College and Research Libraries 25: p.285291 (Jul 1964)
Attempts to evaluate the need to prepare
punched book cards for all volumes in a library
based on two factors: the length of time the
item has been in the library; the last previous
circulation date. Indicates it is cheaper to punch
a book card at time of circulation rather than
in advance, although it may be possible to
punch book cards in advance for all new acquisitions.
An especially useful paper for a librarian attempting to convert from a manual system to a
data collection system where IBM book cards
are required for machine input.
Unstead, C. R., et al. / Compatible Automated
Library Circulation Control Systems. Redstone
Arsenal, Apr 1967, 174p.
Describes five systems ranging from a manual
circulation control to a fully automated on-line
system with the shelf list as the master circulation file. T h e systems were designed so that they
are compatible, and it is possible to develop
from the manual system to the punch card
EAM system to the "small scale control system"
to the on-line system.

The Laboratory Notebook as a
Research and Development Record
Martha J. Bailey
Physics Library, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907*

T h e literature concerning laboratory
notebooks is reviewed. A procedure is
described for administering laboratory
notebooks. It requires the services of a
librarian who has a general knowledge
of the projects of the laboratory and
utilizes standard library equipment. Also

outlined is an indexing system which
provides a method for retrieving information by laboratory notebook number,
by name, and by general subjects. It is
estimated that the indexing scheme
would be adequate for collections up to
5,000 notebooks.

THEMANAGEMENT

of information
in a research or development laboratory
is a complex operation. One problem is
the administration of the laboratory
data. T h e category "data," interpreted
loosely, may include such items as progress reports or invention disclosures; formal memoranda, reports, or notes; correspondence; laboratory notebooks; and
engineering drawings. This paper concerns only the laboratory notebook.
There is no general agreement on
what a laboratory notebook is and its
use. In 1958 Aspnes analyzed in detail
the divergent types of records which
serve the function of a laboratory notebook in 94 laboratories (I). He found
that (2):

opinion, tradition, and even superstition
of what kinds of lab notebooks are best
and what are the best ways to fill t h e m
and file them to make sure n o information is lost when i n the future new research is undertaken or patent suits
threaten.

. . . no great fund of reliable informa-

A laboratory notebook may be considered as the daily record book kept by
the technical personnel of the work performed. Summarizing the information in
Refs. ( I ) , (3), and ( 4 ) , notebooks should
be bound but they may be any size (5).
On each page there should be space at

tion seems to exist o n this subject, although there is n o lack of conjecture,

" Formerly Union Carbide Corporation,
Materials Systems Division, Indianapolis,
Indiana.
APRIL1972

A search of the indexes to the American
National Standards Institute, Inc. publications indicates that there are no
standards for notebooks. I n 1963 a patent
attorney presented recommendations in
Chemical Engineering Progress ( 3 ) for
the selection, care and use of laboratory
notebooks and other patent records.
Description

the top to identify the experiment and
space at the bottom for the signature of
the technical person, the signature of the
witness, and the date (4). Each page and
the cover may be imprinted with the
company name. T h e number may be
printed on the cover and the spine of
the book. Each man uses a separate book
for each project, but the data on one
project may fill several books. At a given
time a man may have five or six books
which he uses concurrently.
Numbering
T h e literature does not include instructions on how to number notebooks.
T h e following statements are based on
conversations with librarians and two
patent attorneys.
Notebooks usually are pre-numbered
before they are issued to the individual
technical staff person. T h e system of
numbering may be in consecutive order,
such as 1001, 1002, etc. or based on the
date, such as 72-1, 72-2, 72-3. T h e number
may be based on the man's name, such
as JBS-1, JBS-2, JBS-3. Or, each man
could be assigned a reference number;
if J. B. Smith had Ref. No. 38, his books
would be 38-1, 38-2, 38-3. Or, one could
formulate an acronym on the project
name, i.e. HERO-1, HERO-2.
A problem one encounters in handling
old files is that tlle same number may
have been inadvertently given to more
than one notebook. An easy solution is
arbitrarily to assign sub-letters or -numbers; for example:-

If a technical man has a large number
of photographs, charts, or graphs, which
are too cumbersome to paste in a notebook, the patent group sometimes allows him to insert these supportive data
in a looseleaf notebook. For control purposes, the looseleaf may be considered
as a supplement to a bound laboratory
notebook. Then, if the laboratory notebook is number 1313, it would be num-

bered 1313-A and the looseleaf notebook
l3l3-B, or
1313-1 or
1313-2

1313.1
1313.2

Control
T h e control of the books may be the
bailiwick of the technical librarian, the
patent attorney, the contract officer, or
the file room clerk. If at all possible, the
librarian should maintain tlle notebooks
because he can very easily adapt his current circulation and indexing procedures
to the efficient handling of the notebooks.
After he obtains the book, the technical person writes the title of the project
and his name on the cover of the notebook and records the data every day. H e
h x an associate witness the pages as he
con~pletes them. When he finishes the
book, he assures that the contents pages
are conlpleted (4). Ideally at this point
the book is returned to the library temporarily for indexing and microfilming.
After that it is either returned to the
man or is filed. Some companies microfilm all of the data entered in notebooks
every six months. Borrowing the books
on weekends, the clerks film the pages
and return the books to the owners on
Monday morning.
T h e completed notebooks may be
stored in a vault, in filing cabinets, on
shelves in a locked area, or on open
shelves. T h e patent department often
requires that they be locked u p in some
manner.
T h e administration of notebooks is
an area in which a librarian can assist in
the creation of data. Since he knows
what the projects are, he can scan the
progress reports, notebooks, etc. as they
are received to assure that each project
is being documented. This is actually
the supervisor's responsibility, but the
librarian can "suggest" to the supervisor
or patent personnel that some phases of
Project A or Contract B have not yet
been recorded.
Suggested Procedure
A procedure used at one installation
was that each time the technical worker

withdrew a pre-numbered notebook from
the library, he was asked the subject or
the title df the notebook. Three records
were prepared from the information: a
circulation card, a security card, and an
index card.
T h e first was a standard 3 " ~ 5 "circulation card showing the book number,
the person's name, and the date (Figure 1). This was filed in numerical order
and served as the circulation record.
When the book was loaned from the file
to another person, the new name was
placed on the card with the date. T h e
circulation cards were kept at the circulation desk but separate from the library
book cards.
T h e second record was a 3 " ~ 5 "card
for each name that listed all of the books
which he had (Figure 2). Those laboratories that require this type of security
record for classified material may utilize
the same record for the laboratory notebooks. When a man changed projects,
he was asked to verify which notebooks
he still had in his possession so that the
records could be u$ated.
T h e third record was the draft index
card. This showed the notebook number,
the person's name, and the subject or
project title (Figure 3). T h e format is
described below.

Index Card File
On the surface it may seem that, in a
small laboratory, there is no need to develop a system for retrieving the information. T h e feeling may be that it is a
simple task to pinpoint an equation
when one has only a few thousand notebooks to search. However, management
and the librarian must determine
whether the time spent in searching warrants the preparation of an index.
A reason that indexing systems for
laboratory notebooks are not reported in
the literature may be that the indexer is
too exhausted to write up the scheme!
Since one is working with handwritten
records, one may spend hours deciphering formulas, cryptic notes, and incorrect information. Technical personnel
sometimes are careless about recording

Figure 1. Circulation card

I
6001

Smith, J. 0.

3/7/71 J.B.Smith returned 6/6/71
6/6/71 N.B.Jones

Figure 2. Security card

I
Smith, J. B.

2/2/70
4/7/70
5/1/70
3/7/71

2393
5001
5124
6001

returned 3/7/71

returned 6/6/71

Figure 3. Draft index card
6001

I

Smith, J. B.
Experimental coatings: AlrOl, Cr203,

wc

information, such as using "Zi," which
could be interpreted as either "Zinc" or
"Zirconium." If the original data are
garbled, there is no method for the indexer to correct it without destroying
the legality of the record.
For small collections, standard cards
such as 3"x5", 4 " ~ 6 " ,or 5 " ~ 8 "plain,
edge-notched or Uniterm cards can be
utilized. Although 3 " ~ 5 cards
"
were used
in the system described, they were too
small to contain all of the information.
T h e edge-notched 5"xS" inch or 8 1 / 2 " ~
11" allow one card to be used for name,
subject, and product information instead of preparing separate cards for
each.
T h e procedure was that the librarian
examined each book and recorded the
following information on a slip of paper:
Number of the book.
Name of the person or persons whose
signatures appeared on the pages of
the book.
T h e subjects or topics on which information was recorded.
T h e inclusive dates during which the

work was performed, taken from the
first page and the last page of the book.
T h e total number of pages on which
data were recorded.

Figure 4. Index cards

Properties of flame spray coatings.
Bond strength: AL-1, AL-2-Co, AL-4, AL-

T h e typist copied the information on
~'
sheets of card stock marked to 3 " ~ 5and
duplicated the sheets on the Xerox 2400
(Figure 4). Using the unit card system
(Figure 5) a card was prepared for each
name plus each subject plus a card for
the numerical file.
T h e cards were filed as follows:

10-W, CO-1, CO-2, CO-3, CO-11, MO-4,
M o d , MO-9, NI-3, NI-14, W-5, W-8,
W-20, AbO3, C r G , NIB, WC-Co. Moduli
of elasticity and rupture: AL-2, AL-3,

AL-4, CO-4, CR-5, CR-7, MO-1, MO-2,
MO-10, NI-1, NI-3, Nl-6, NI-14, W-1,
W-2, W-4, W-6. Porosity: AL-2, AL-4,
CO-1, CO-2, CO-10, MO-2, MO-5, MO-8,
NI-I, NI-4, NI-8, NI-9, W-4, W-5, W-11,
W-12. J. B. Smith, D. B. Jones, R. 1.
Ray, J. 1. Thurber, 0.C. Young. M a y 1,
1970 to July 24, 1970. 100 p.

Numerical file: the cards were filed in
numerical order 1,000 through 10,000.
Name file: the cards were filed under
each name with the highest book number in the front. T h e reason for this is
that requests usually were for the most
recent work that had been performed.
Subject file: the cards were arranged in
numerical order under each subject
heading.
T h e subject file consisted of very broad
subject headings which reflected the major projects. These included:
COATINGS
CRYOGENIC CONTAINERS
CRYSTALS

Smith, J. B.

51 24

Figure 5. Unit cards

I

I

I
5124

Young, 0. C.
Smith, J. B.

5124

WELDING

T h e reason for having a numerical file
was that, since the completed notebooks
were filed in locked cabinets, i t provided
an abstract of each book without examining the book.
Each time a new book was issued, temporary index cards were prepared. These
were filed in the three files (numerical,
name, and subject) and provided a continuous updating of the files, with a minimum of effort.

Deep Index
Several years ago a more detailed index was initiated for certain projects.
Since code numbers were assigned to the
products, i t was very simple to index by
product numbers. T h e experimental
products were indexed by composition.
This file consisted of 5 " ~ s "cards.
However, a larger card such as 8y2"x 11"

I

Thurber, J. 1.
Smith, J. B.
Properties of flame spray
coatings. Bond strength

5124

Ray, R. 1.
Smith, J. 0.

I
5124

Jones, D. B.
Smith, J. B.
Properties of flame spray
coatings. Bond strength

I

was needed. Figures 6 and 7 are the product cards and the experimental product
cards. T h e products were metal and ceramic coatings which were applied by
plasma plating, flame spray coating and
other plating methods.
T h e sample cards include references
to company confidential reports as well
as to the laboratory notebooks. This indicates that even a small manual method
can incorporate formal reports, progress
reports, idea conception records, metallurgical evaluations, correspondence, etc.
In addition to the product numbers
and experimental products, the file included the proprietary plating equipment, such as FS-10 for Flame Spray Mac h i w Number 10. There was a separate
file of keywords for equipment and procedures (powder dispensers, barrels, or
plasma plating) and properties of coatings and substrates (bond strength, fatigue, thermal shock resistance, etc.).

A breakdown of the questions which
were searched during the period 19601970 is as follows:
40%

product code or experimental
product
30y0 name of scientist, engineer, or
technician
20y0 particular procedure or
equipment
1Oyo specific properties.

Conclusion
In conclusion, a procedure is described
for controlling and indexing laboratory
notebooks which requires only standard
library equipment. T h e index provides
a method to retrieve information by
notebook number, by name, and by general subjects. It is estimated that the
scheme would be workable for collections u p to 5,000 notebooks.

Figure 6. Product index card

coating method: flame spray
Re~orts
-

Notebooks

Dev. Note 4001 powder
Dev. Note 4161 moduli of elasticity and rupture

2393 powder
5001 bond strength, moduli of elasticity and rupture,
porosity
5124 bond strength, moduli of elasticity and rupture,
porosity
6001 hardness, oxidation resistance, surface roughness, wear resistance

Dev. Note 4162 finishing

'

Met. Eval. 21 171
Progress report J. B. Smith 6/20/70 bond strength

Figure 7. Experimental product index card
NiCr-Al103
composition: 8 0 NiCr 2 0 A1103

-

Reports
Dev. Note 5121 powder

Met. Eval. 45561
70801

APRIL1972

coating method: plasma plated
Notebooks
6001 wear resistance

Progress report J. B. Smith 6/20/70

bond strength

193

Appendix
T h e following statements do not represent
an endorsement of any or all of these products. They are manual and/or small automatic systems which were considered while
devising the indexing scheme.
A variation of the edge-notched or Keysort cards with detailed instructions on how
to set u p a small and/or personal file is
available from Indecks Company, Arlington,
Vermont 05250; it is called the "Indecks Information Retrieval System."
One use of Uniterm cards is the "ScanMatch" retrieval system sold by Dataflow
Systems, Inc., 7758 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.
"Termatrex" is an optical coincidence system for indexing fairly small data collections. It is sold by Jonker Business Machines,
Gaithersburg, Maryland.
One company has a small automated system which uses either IBM cards or 5 " ~ 8 "
cards. T h e manufacturer is ACCESS, Cincinnati, Ohio. Metal tabs affixed to the cards
activate the automatic searching device.
For assistance in setting up indexes one
may consult Punched Cards, Their Application to Science and Industry, 2nd edition, by

R. J. Casey et al., New York, Reinhold, 1958.
Another source is Gerald Jahoda's Znformation Storage and Retrieval Systems for Individual Researchers, New York, Wiley-Interscience, 1970.
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Preservation Microfilming
Why, What, When, Who, How
Ladd Z. Sajor
New York Public Library, Photographic Service,
Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street, New York 10018

Preservation of library material can
take many forms. It is the librarian's
task to decide which of the preservation
methods to use and to select the material
to be preserved. Microfilming preserves
the library's holdings while creating
space for new acquisitions without the
need for new library construction and
physical expansion. I n addition, microfilming protects rare originals from ex-

cessive handling, preserves material with
permanent research value and makes possible economic "demand" reprinting via
positive microfilm copies or hardcopy via
Xerox Copyflo. At New York Public Library, preparation and microfilming are
done to standard practice instructions
compiled from the best existing standards available.

AS DEFINED

fetti. This same truth is evident in many
other great libraries. T h e task before us
is not an easy one, but preservation microfilming is the tool that can help us
all in our preservation efforts.
T h e concept of preserving all originals
has many fine merits; however, common
sense dictates that the storage problem
created by the printing "explosion" precludes such a luxury, except as one might
consider the selection and preservation of
the best examples of a particular technique of printing and binding, first editions or as artifacts, etc. It falls to the
librarian, therefore, to make a considered evaluation and decision as to which
of the preservation methods available to
him should be used (perhaps even before the material begins to deteriorate),
weighing such factors (among others) as
cost, facilities at hand, condition of the
material, the possibility of making hard

by Webster, "Preservation is the act of preserving or keeping in
safety or security from harm, injury, decay or destruction." Therefore, preservation of library materials can take many
forms such as.lamination (silk or acetatk
sheet), restoration, deacidification, and,
although not in a strict sense, reprinting.
It is, however, microfilming that is most
particularly suited to accommodate Webster's definition to the last word.
I would like to borrow a quote from
Edwin E. Williams (I): "Everything in
library collections is deteriorating today,
was deteriorating yesterday and will continue to deteriorate tomorrow, although
we ought to retard the process!" I could
not agree with him more. Like our global
pollution it may already be too late, as
witness the thousands of books in the collections of the New York Public Library that are literally turning into con-

copies available, and, not in the least,
that insidious thief, TIME.
One of the ancient Slavic gods was pictured as looking forwards, backwards
and to both sides simultaneously. T h e
preservation librarian could well be the
personification of this god, as the librarian looks back at his retrospective collection to select material most urgently in
need of preservation, at the same time
looking to one side for a means of saving
space, and to the other, toward making
the material available to other scholars
and libraries, and looking forward to
the day when more than 90y0 of new material will, by necessity, be published
and/or available in microform.

Why in microform? Let us consider
the following information. From the middle of the fifteenth century, when Gutenberg's Bible was the first book
published with movable type, to the
nineteenth century, a span of 350 years,
an estimated two million books were
published. Just one century later, this
increased tenfold to about 20 million,
and now, with this century having
fewer than 30 years to go, we are already
at a staggering figure of some 60 million
books. Sadly, as many of us know, almost all of these last 45 million are wrobably on very inferior paper.
This publishing explosion is creating
a very real problem for libraries-the
problem of space. Preservation microfilming can come to the aid of the library, in a dual manner, by preserving
its holdings, while creating space. In
1952 the idea of microfilming for the
sole sake of saving space was characterized as highly debatable, but by 1960,
Ralph H. Carruthers (Z), then Chief of
Photographic Service of the Research Libraries at NYPL, recognized space saving
as one of the three purposes of library
microfilming. Aside from preservation, a
library could conceivably gain the added
advantage of expansion space, by microfilming certain "low use ratio" material.
~ i c E o f i ~ m icosts
n ~ money as does the
provision of space and shelving; how do

these compare? In a paper by Clapp and
Jordan (3) issued in 1963, it was estimated that it is just about possible to
film material for the same cost that i t
would take to provide new physical space
and shelving. T h e high cost of real estate
and construction in-urban areas where
libraries must, perforce, be located brings
emphasis to the statement. Therefore, one
c o ~ & expect to gain physical space for
new acquisitions without new construction by converting to microform.
Average page density has been estimated at 4,500 pages per foot, which
yields approximately 2% reels of 35mm
microfilm or about 75 cards of COSATI
microfiche. Another way of looking at it
is that an average 36" bookshelf could
contain 135,000 pages. Assuming 2 pages
per 35mm microfilm frame, with approximately 1,800 frames per 100 foot reel of
35mm microfilm, and an average dimension of boxed microfilm as 13/q1' x 4" x
4", we can then expect to shelve 90 reels
of microfilm (stacked 2 high, 5 deep with
the 4"sq dimension facing out) on one
shelf, or the equivalent of 324,000 pages.
I n all fairness, it must be stated that
miniaturization is not the sole purpose
of resorting to microfilm, since it can be
accomplished in other ways. Note, for
example, the recent acquisition in the
Rare Book Division of the Librarv of
Congress, of a book printed in Japan,
containing Lincoln's Gettysburg Address on eleven pages only 9/64" high,
slightly more than '/sl'. T h e stem of the
letters in this "book" are 1/3 the diameter
of a human hair. Super miniaturization
is manifested in microforms by ultrafiche, containing u p to 5,000 pages on a
4" x 6" fiche card. Other valid reasons
for microfilming include such considerations as the protection of rare originals
from excessive handling, the preservation of material having permanent research value for posterity, but being
heavily used and on poor paper, and the
abilitv to effect economical "demand" reprinting via positive microfilm copies, or
hardcopy via Xerox Copyflo.
Space considerations aside, it may be
asked at this time, why not reprint in
hardcopy, as a preservation method, in-

stead of in microfilm? I t cannot be denied that hardcopy reprinting might well
be the answer for a popular, much studied classical monograph, but what would
you do for long run serials or newspapers? T h e latter in hardcopy would be a
fantastic undertaking and economically
justified only if hundreds of copies were
sold. Here again, microfilm is the superb
medium, with more and more material
being published directly, and at times
exclusively, in microform. Examples include the Government Scientific and
Technical reports in microfiche, and Industrial and Commercial Catalogues in
other microforms.
T h e reader's resistance to microforms
is diminishing as newer and better reading machines become available. Hardly
a month goes by but that some manufacturer announces a new piece of hardware. Recently the U.S. Dept. of HEW
granted $50,000 to develop a portable
fiche reader, now being "user" tested in
libraries around the country. An independent manufacturer is also developing
a battery operated, hand held unit.

WHAT?
What should be preserved on microfilm? This, in the final analysis, must be
left to the discretion of the knowledgeable curator of the material, with the
guidance of a trained preservation coordinator or specialist. Every kind of
printed matter or illustration can, of
course, be preserved on microfilm, which
is not necessarily true of other preservation methods. It is admitted that photographs, halftones and beautiful illuminations suffer in the transition to microfilm, but technology is making rapid
strides to overcome this shortcoming, as
witness color microfiche used in the medical profession and advertising. I t goes
without saying that, all things being
equal, if the material was originally
worth adding to the collection it should
be deemed a candidate for preservation,
especially if it is now beginning to deteriorate. Material not available elsewhere should be also microfilmed so as
to become readily available to others.

I n evaluating what should be microfilmed, the preservation librarian should
not fail to determine if the title has not
previously been filmed by others by consulting the National Register of Microfilm Masters and like ~ublications.Conversely, i t is his duty to register the titles
that his library is filming. T o expand on
this further, Herbert Bouscher, chief of
the Photographic Service of NYPL proposes one other very valuable idea-to
create a " ~ a t i o n a l -(or International)
Clearing-House of Microform Titles,"
to which the prospective filmer of a title
would apply lo determine if anyone else
is intending or has started to film a particular title, and if not, to file his intention to film as a guide to others. This
would save duplication of effort, and, of
course, something important to most libraries-funds. T h e National Register of
Microfilm Masters, as valuable as it is, is
"after the fact."

WHEN?
When should preservation microfilming be done? T h a t question has many answers, all depending on who is asked.
Ideally, the time to microfilm is before
the condition of the material is at a point
that would seriously affect the quality of
the microform. This is not always possible, as the availability of funds for preservation usually limits the number of
items that may be filmed in any fiscal
year. T h e choice, then, must fall to those
items that are in the greatest danger of
literally "disappearing." Priorities enter
the question and such considerations as
how long will the existing copy last, what
is the demand for the title, etc. will determine "when."
T h e Research Libraries of the New
York Public Library have instituted a
policy that partially answers "when,"
somewhat automatically. T h e policy calls
for the retention of the master camera
negative by the library whenever a request for a copy of a complete work or
substantial part of a long title is filled.
This assures the library a preservation
microfilm copy and, at the same time,
obviates the necessity of subjecting the

material to further handling in the event
of future microcopy requests. Copies of
copyright material are made only with
written consent of the copyright holder,
which must be obtained by the party requesting the microform. T h e Research
Libraries of the New York Public Library have designated a very high priority in their preservation program for
Gazettes, in keeping with their commitments to the Official Gazettes Program.
At this point, I would like to go on
record as suggesting the following:

T h a t , as a condition t o t h e granting
of a Copyright there shall b e deposited w i t h t h e Library of Congwss, i n
a d d i t i o n t o t h e traditional copy, a
master camera negative i n microform
processed t o archival standards or t h e
equivalent, should future technology
bring forth improved micro storage
forms.
In this manner we would have preservation insurance via a microform made
when the original material is in mint
condition. I suspect that this suggestion
will be self inaugurating by those publishers who are, or will be, publishing
exclusively in microform. (Since the original presentation of this paper, the U.S.
Government Printing Office has announced "printing" in microform.)

Who should do preservation microfilming? I t would be unrealistic to expect every library to do its own microfilming. Not every library has enough
material to justify a microfilming installation which requires, at the minimum,
the following staff and equipment: 1)
T h e time of a qualified staff member to
set u p a unified, "standard practice"
oriented and coordinated program, necessary to prepare the material for the
camera; 2) A microfilm camera and an
operator; 3) Someone with the technical
know-how and the tools to inspect the
finished microfilm; 4) Provision for the
clerical tasks of cataloging and reporting; 5) T h e physical storage of the master camera negative film in an area hav-

ing proper environment and security
controls.
Therefore, it is the large libraries, with
the cooperation of the others that would
be the logical candidates for the undertaking. hey are most likely to have the
staff and facilities, and be organizationally structured to provide the service.
Preservation microfilming programs
call for the traditional cooperation between institutions and libraries, especially in the provision of material to fill
in those issues or pages that may be
missing or badly mutilated in a series,
volume or set: Cooperative microfilm
projects have indeed contributed to the
store of knowledge in microform. Every
library with a unique copy of a scholarli
or useful work has a duty, within its professional trust, to see to the preservation
of the original and, in addition, toward
making it available to the scllolar or researcher. By having it microfilmed, it
can share its academic worth and yet
retain its treasure.
Every bit as important as cooperation
is the problem of funds for preservation
microfilming. So many other factors in
the operation of the library have priority
in the demand on available funds that
preservation microfilming is too often
at the bottom of the list.
As an example, it has been estimated
that a reasonable budget for preservation
microfilming at a research library of the
magnitude of the New York Public Library could be set at a quarter of a mill i o n dollars per year. ow ever, due to
NYPL's financial position, only a small
portion of that amount was able to be
appropriated for preservation microfilming in the last several years.
T h e commercial microfilming firms
who "publish in microform" must be included among
All in their
" the "M~~IO."
way assist in the program of preservation
via microfilming.

HOW?
T h e how of microfilming has not
changed basically in the last 20 or more
years, but technical improvements have
been made and shall continue to make

the task more efficient and the result
more reader-acceptable, and archivally
permanent. In the future, preservation
in microform may take on such new, exotic forms as Halography and other
photo-optical and electronic techniques
using the Lasar, etc.
From the technical side, the "how" of
preservation microfilming is covered in
"Specifications for Library of Congress
Microfilming" (4) (now in process of being revised and updated), and the ALA's
Resources and Technical Services Division's "Microfilm Norms" (5). These
pamphlets would be basic for those libraries considering initiating microfilming programs.
Preservation microfilming at the New
York Public Library is initiated by the
Preservation ~epresentativeof each of
the specific and general collection divisions of the Research Library. Where
microfiche is concerned, the decision is
partially dictated by size, number of
pages (1,800 pages or less), and whether
or not the material contains plates, maps
or other oversized pages.
Let us now go "backstage" in the production of microfilm at NYPL. First, we
shall start at the desk of the Preservation
Co-Ordinator, where a deteriorating
book, one of thousands on the shelves:
has been brought to her attention. Usually a particular title's demand, in addition to its condition, has singled it out
for immediate preservation. A Carrier
Sheet, having been prepared, is next approved by the Division Chief, and then
sent with the book(s) to the Photographic Service for action. T h e Microfilm Section of the Photographic Service,
upon receipt of the Carrier Sheet, pulls
the shelf cards and assembles the material in the Microfilm-Preparation SubSection where collation is started.
All preparation and filming is done to
NYPL Standard Practice Instructions,
which have been compiled from the best
existing standards available. If the original material is to be discarded after filming, the next step is cutting the spine and
removing the cover (in preparation to
guillotining, which makes the job of filming easier). Eye legible bibliographic and

information targets are made, and a master negative file card and other bibliographic information are prepared. T h e
reduction ratio is also determined at this
woint. T h e reduction ratio at NYPL has
been standardized for most material, between 12:1 and 14:1, and for newspapers,
18:l ratio is used, although we have had
to go higher to accommodate some old,
oversized newspapers. Microfiche filming
is at the COSATI 20:l ratio.
After preparation is completed, the
material is sent to the photo lab with
markings and an instrGction sheet to
guide the microfilming operator. A camera and operator are assigned to the title, and after the operator has determined and adjusted the required light
settings, reduction ratio, and position,
filmink commences.
If the material is rare and/or still
usable in the original, and only insurance preservation -filming is to be done,
the volume is not cut during preparation. For such material an oscillatin~
book cradle is used during filming to
provide maximum protection to the material while maintaining facility of operation (Figure 1). For microfiche, a specially adapted 16mm camera is used for
filming to COSATI specifications. T h e
film is then converted to microfiche, on
a GAF film to fiche printer, thereby preserving the 16mm film intact. This mocedure has at least two advantages: 1) we
have film (or title) integrity, since the
film remains intact'on a i6mm reel, and
2) we can get hardcopy via Copyflo of
complete titles as required. Except for
individual page printout via reader/
printer, hardcopy from a fiche card at
the present state of the art is not economically practical. Other methods of
producing microfiche are the NB Jacket
System and the step and repeat camera.
T h e latter method films the material directly to a fiche format. T h e step and repeat camera is less costly, production
wise, since it produces fiche directly, but
the initial investment is very high, and
hardcopy via "Copyflo" is not available.
T h e camera negative is then processed
to archival specifications and the finished
film is inspected by the Quality Control
V

u

& Inspection Group, which also checks

the density of the negative and other
parameters. A positive microfilm copy
for public use is then printed and processed. Both silver and visicular film are
used for reader's copy. T h e entire work
is then returned to the microform preparation section of the Photographic Service for the completion of records and the
distribution of the film. T h e master negative is transferred to the vault which is
temperature and humidity controlled,
the positive copy is made available for
public use, and the original material is
sent to the Preservation Coordinator who
arranges for the catalogers to perform
their function before it is reshelved or
discarded.
For a simple monograph of about 500
pages, the entire process by the Photographic Service can usually be completed
in about four days. Long runs or items
with special difficulties take proportionately longer. Thus, the cycle is complete.
T h e material has left the shelf as a book
in printed form and returned reincarnated in microform.
Historically, microfilming at NYPL began in the early thirties, with a Leica
camera and later with a Ludwig-Ott
camera, shown, compared with a modern
microfilm camera in Figure 2. I n 1937 a

Carnegie Grant to 1) test reader acceptance of microfilm, 2) study problems involved in microfilm, 3) study the performance of the then available cameras,
4) experiment with the retention of master negatives, and 5) experiment with
high reduction ratios on 16mm film was
received by NYPL. At about this same
time NYPL was also the scene of field
tests on wooden prototypes of the Recordak model A and B Readers. By 1938,
microfilming had increased eightfold,
and in 1945, the Photographic Service
became a full division. Two years later,
it was transferred to the newly created
Business Office and was placed on a
"nonprofit, self-sustaining basis." I n 1951
the Microfilm Section of the Photographic Service was enlarged. By 1959,
microfilming accounted for one-third of
the activity of the Photographic Service.
In 1966, microfiche was introduced, and
the present capability of some 2.5 to 3
million frames of master negative microfilm per year was realized.
as
mentioned earlier, with budget restrictions only about half of this capability
is being utilized at present.
I n recapitulation, consideration of the
vast number of deteriorating books
makes it most important to use microfilm, the most effective tool for preserva-

Figure 1. An oscillating book cradle is used when microfilming uncut volumes.

r ow ever,

A valuable reference is "Bibliography
on Preservation," in the Library Quarterly 40 (no.1): (Jan 1970), published by
the Graduate Library School of the University of Chicago.
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This Works
For U s

Blowbacks from Microcards? Here's A Way
GETTING HIGH QUALITY blowbacks from the old opaque microcards issued by Defense Documentation Center
and the Atomic Energy Commission is
like putting toothpaste back in the tube.
Technically it is possible, but practically
it is seldom done.
After numerous requests for hard copies of reports that existed only on microcards, we decided there had to be an
easy way. There is. T h e trick is to make
a microfiche from the microcard. Copy
is then easily produced on any standard
reader-printer.
We make the fiche by placing the
emulsion side of a piece of Kalvar film
against the "picture" side of the microcard and exposing it in a mercury-vaporlighted vacuum frame-through the back
of the microcard. When developed, the

Kalvar film gives the usual negativemode fiche from the positive microcard.
Resolution is good, and classification
markings (sometimes stamped on the
backs of the microcards) don't reduce
copy quality as much as one might suspect.
Exposure time varies between 11 and
15 minutes, compared with the 10 seconds normally required for fiche duplication. So far we have seen no deterioration of either the equipment or the microcards from the longer exposures.
William T. Ryan*
University of California
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, California 94550

* Work performed under the auspices of
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

Subject-Term Index as Announcement Medium
EDWIN YORK'S ARTICLE [Special
Libraries 61 (no.8): p.441-444 (Oct 1970)l
prompted us to use the technique as announcement media for government research reports. The bulletin board is our
communications vehicle, and we have
modified the entries accordingly. A section of the index appears as in Fig. 1.
It is a subject-term index rather than a
KWOC index. Secondly, we have used
author entry as the link to more complete information in the card catalog. As
our reports are shelved according to the
publishing agency, it also serves as a lo-

cation guide. Accession numbers could
be used-directly in lieu of author entry,
if so desired.
I n an average
" week, we announce 24
items. Our clientele has found this service useful for its timeliness and shortening the availability route for the publications which often are the first source of
formally announced new information in
the field.
S. Shukla
State University of New York
College of Ceramics at
Alfred University
Alfred, N.Y. 14802

GLASS

Absorption centers forming at low temperature in certain
glasses of simple composition.
Fundamentals of massive glass as a naval structural material.

GLASS

Nucleation phenomenon in glass-ceramic materials.

GAMMA IRRADIATION

Figure 1

Orlov, N. F.
U. S. National Research
Council
Neilson, George F.

ska news
Virginia Is for SLA
"Virginia Is for Lovers" was the ubiquitous
pronouncement that greeted SLA members as
they arrived in Richmond, Virginia, in early
February for the 1972 SLA Winter Meeting
of the Board and Advisory Council. The city
felt the effects of its location on a hill overlooking the James River, and visitors were
well advised to avoid the startling 10"-20°
gusty temperatures. T h e frigid temperatures
were more than offset by the warm welcome
extended particularly by members of the Virginia Chapter. Virginia Governor Linwood
HoIton issued a proclamation announcing
"Special Libraries Week"; a huge poster that
had been carefully attached to the bus transporting guests to the opening reception announced "Virginia Is for Lovers of Special
Librarians."
While the SLA Board of Directors sat in
ponderous deliberation on Wednesday evening, Feb 2, other attendees were whisked by
the poster-adorned bus to a delightful reception at the Valentine Museum as guests
of the Virginia Chapter. The historic museum, now maintained as a typical Richmond
residence of the 19th century, was charming

bathed in candlelight. While sipping two
kinds of punch and nibbling tasty delicacies,
one could wander at will throughout the
rooms. The warm interior contrasted effectively with the snow-laden gardens visible
through full glass doors.
Thursday and Friday were, of course, devoted to Board of Director morning meetings
and Advisory Council afternoon sessions.
Several Committees were also able to hold
working Committee meetings. Chapter and
Division Officers dinner meetings provided
still another opportunity for discussion.
Colonial Williamsburg musicians provided
an 18th century musicale for feasters at the
Groaning Board-Friday
evening's dinner
with the Virginia Chapter. The festivities began with the sight of bewigged colonial
dames and gentlemen (SLA Virginia Chapter members) mingling with the commonfolk (the rest of us). A dinner bell and fife
and drumming troubadours led the hungry
in for feasting. After all had supped, the
musicale began. Charles Harden, Master of
the Music Craft program at Colonial Williamsburg, exhibited his expertise with vari-

The Governor's Palace at nearby Williamsburg.

Virginia State Capitol, at Richmond, designed by Thomas Jefferson after the Maison
CarrBe, at Nimes, France.

Colonial Williamsburg Photograph.

Virginia Department of Conservation and Economic Developmen t .

Equestrian Statue of George Washington.

Richmond, built in 1686, is now the Edgar
Allan Poe Museum; General Robert E. Lee's
home is now the home of the Virginia Historical Society. And much more.
A special treat was the opportunity to
dine in a unique Coast Guard boat (afloat
since 1880) turned waterfront restaurant, ingenuously dubbed "Pleasure Island Seafood."
Anchored in the James River under the railroad tracks at 17th and Dock Sts., the meal
of succulent, plump fresh oysters on the halfshell, savory crab saute, and home-cooked
hush puppies was indeed delectable.
And, of course, Richmond is onIy a short
trip from so much of Virginia lore, including
Williamsburg, the Colonial Capital, and
many Civil War sites.

ous sizes of recorders, German flute, harpsichord and pipe and tabor. John Barrows
performed on the krumhorn, recorder, German flute, and clarinet. Taylor Vrooman serenaded the assemblage with 18th century ballads, accompanying himself on the lute. And
to stir the audience, a fife and drummer from
the Colonial Williamsburg Fife and Drum
Corps provided an excitinpvariation.
Saturday morning, alas, required a return
to reality with continued Board meetings,
interrupted at mid-day by a joint lunch
meeting with the Virginia and North Carolina chapters.
Had anyone the time, energy or willingness to brave the elements, he would have
discovered a delightful city steeped in history. Visited early in the 1600's by Captain
But the week did end, and we flew home
John Smith and his adventuresome comfrom the new Richmond airport terminal
panions, incorporated as a town in 1742, and
leaving our gracious hosts to the reconstrucdesignated the capital of Virginia in 1779,
tion of their work week. Appreciation must
the city was burned in 1865 by its inhabitants
be extended to the tireless Local Arrangeas they fled the Northern Army in the War
ments Committee: Coordinator, Mildred MaBetween the States. Fortunately, much reson; Virginia Chapter president, Mary Dunmains of the original city, now g o w n to a
nigan; president-elect, Richard Miller; decpopulation of nearly 500,000.
orations, Bette Dillehay; entertainment, Didi
T h e Capitol is, of course, the most outPancake; food service, Ann Flanagan; hosstanding sight, designed by Thomas Jefferson
pitality, Katherine Smith; housing, Marion
after the Maison Carree at Nimes, France.
Hart, meeting rooms, Paul Malkus; publicity,
This lovely setting is inhabited in part by
Ruth Eggleston; registration, Charleen Gorsome audacious pigeons, squirrels and chipdon. The SLA Board of Directors and Admunks. St. John's Church was the site of
visory Council are indeed grateful for the
Patrick Henry's famous speech; the Congenerous support of the sponsors: Brownson
federate Museum was the White House of
Equipment Co.; Financial Weekly (Media
the Confederacy; ladies of the Association
General); Philip Morris, USA; Reynolds Metfor the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities
als Co.; Richmond Hotels, Inc.; A. H. Rob(its present owner) hold tours through Chief
Justice John Marshall's House (Chief Justice ' ins Co.; Joseph Ruzicka, Inc.; Sjostrom USA;
United Virginia Bankshares; Virginia Metal
of the U.S. Supreme Court 1801-1835), which
Products; William Byrd Press.
he himself designed; the oldest house in

Virginia is for lovers.V

Actions of the Board and Council
Feb 3-5, 19'72
T h e SLA Board of Directors and Advisory
Council held their Winter Meetings Feb 3-5,
1972, at the John Marshall Hotel, Richmond,
Virginia.
As they did in the fall, Board members
assembled Wednesday evening, Feb 2, to
hold a free-form discussion session concerning major goals and priorities of the Association. T h e report of that session indicated
concentrated interest in acquiring additional
income for the Association. In order of priority, the methods by which to accomplish
this were determined to be: 1) increased
membership, 2) meetings, conferences, institutes, and 3) publications.
Chapter and Division Finances-The Board
abolished the existing rule that to qualify
for the annual allotment, a Chapter or Division's Current Operating Fund must not exceed 3 x the allotment and the Reserve Fund
must not exceed 2~ the allotment. The action is effective immediately with the 1972
allotments.
Related to this action, the Board accepted
the CLO's recommendation that Chapter and
Division subunit monies be reported separately from the parent Chapter or Division.
Separately, Chapter officers and Division officers suggested some means of pooling project funds so money might be available for
loan to less wealthy units to undertake projects. T h e Finance Committee and the CLO
and D L 0 will explore the concept of a voluntary pool and will report to the Board in
June.
Guidelines for Association Property-A
statement "Guidelines for Association Property" was adopted by the Board. The guidelines apply to property acquired by Association units having a purchase value exceeding
the unit's available or budgeted funds or exceeding $1,000. T h e statement will be published in Special Libraries.
ALA Committee on Accreditation-SLA has
been concerned with library school accreditation, particularly in regard to the appearance of special librarianship courses within
the curricula of such schools. ALA invited
SLA to appear at its open hearings on the
Tentative Draft of Revised Standards for
Accreditation in January to comment. SLA
President Gonzalez presented a statement at

the hearings. President Gonzalez, PresidentElect Edward Strable and Executive Director
Frank McKenna also met for informal discussions with the ALA Committee. T h e SLA
representatives basically reiterated their position that special librarianship must be integrated fully within library school curricula.
As a result of these discussions, the Board accepted a recommendation that the Education
Committee develop a list of SLA members
able and competent to serve on visiting
teams of the ALA Committee on Accreditation for forwarding to the chairman of the
COA at the earliest possible time. T h e Education Committee was also charged with
studying the suggestions that arose from the
discussions and developing methods of implementation.
Special Committee on Association Structure
-Aphrodite
Mamoulides, chairman of the
Committee, presented a report detailing six
recommendations and eight suggestions, most
of which dealt with procedure. T h e Committee had been studying the structure of the
Association since it was formed in June
1969.
T h e Committee's preliminary suggestions
regarding dividing the Advisory Council into
two separate councils were approved in a
straw vote of the Advisory Council at Midwinter 1971. [See Special Libraries 62 (no.3):
p.153-157 (Mar 1971) for the Committee's
full report.]
T h e new recommendations were that the
Advisory Council be redefined to consist of
Chapter Presidents and Presidents-Elect only,
and that a representative group of recent
past Division officers be impaneled to investigate how best Divisions can serve the
Association and vice versa. At the Advisory
Council meeting, a motion was made that
the Advisory Council go on record as opposing these recommendations. After discussion,
the motion was withdrawn with the provision that it be further discussed by the Advisory Council at the Boston Conference.
Membership Drive-The
1972 Membership
drive is underway, with the goal of reaching
a net gain of 400 Members and Associate
Members and a net gain of 31 Sustaining
Members. Chapters particularly are urged to
actively seek new Members, Associate Members, and Sustaining Members.

Membership Committee-The
Board accepted the Committee's recommendations regarding membership awards. Awards will be
presented at the Banquet during the 1972
Annual Conference for (a) the Chapter with
the greatest number of new embers and
Associate Members in 1971; (b) the Chapter
with the greatest number of new Student
Members in 1971; (c) the Chapter with the
greatest number of new Sustaining Members
in 1971. T o be announced at the banquet
are the Chapters with significant numbers of
new membe;s in the s a k e categories thus far
in the 1972 campaign. At each Conference
will be presented the Chapter Growth
Award for the Chapter with the greatest
percentage growth in membership. As an
incentive, the Association will return to the
Chapter $10.00 of the dues received from any
new Sustaining Member the Chapter recruits.
Student Groups--Petitions from new Student Groups were approved. These are at
St. John's University, Jamaica, N.Y.; University of Oregon, Eugene; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; SUNY/Albany;
and North Texas State University, Denton.
Together with the Group at Simmons College, Boston, Mass., this brings to six the
total number of SLA Student Groups established. Approval includes a contribution of
$25.00 from the Association to aid in the
Group's establishment. A forthcoming issue
of Special Libraries will list the Groups that
have been formed along with the student
and faculty representatives.
T h e Board approved the Student Relations Officer's recommendation that Chapter
support of student memberships be discontinued after this year except for exceptional
individual cases. This practice had previously
caused delay and ill feelings. A motion to
consider holding a meeting for faculty and
student representatives at the Boston Conference was also approved.
Student Member Dues--The
Board approved a motion clarifying Student dues for
partial years. A Student Member on graduation can now continue to the end of the
membership year in that category without
additional payment of dues. T h e Board also
approved a motion permitting Student Members who go directly from school to the
armed forces to continue as Student Members for a maximum of two years.

1973 Conference-SLA's 64th Annual Conference will be held Jun 10-14, 1973, at the

Pittsburgh Hilton, Pittsburgh, Pa. Dr. Robert E. Fidoten is Conference Chairman. Dr.
Virginia Sternberg, Conference Program
Chairman, presented the proposed theme for
the Conference as "Wide-Angle View of the
Future." Incorporated in the theme will be
expectations, pianning, and adapting for the
future. T h e Board approved the theme.
Future Conferences-The
Board accepted
the invitation from the South Atlantic Chapter to hold the 1978 SLA Annual Conference
in Atlanta. It will be the first week of June.
T h e Board accepted the Florida Chapter's
invitation to hold the 1975 Winter Meeting
in Fort Lauderdale.

I B Y 1972-The Board approved a motion
supporting the activities of International
Book Year 1972 and urged SLA members to
support IBY programs. More information
appeared in Special Libraries 63 (no.1): p.41
(Jan 1972). T h e U.S. Secretariat for IBY is
at One Park Ave., N.Y. 10016.

SLA Salary Survey-Since SLA Salary Surveys had been taken in 1959, 1967 and 1970,
the question of whether a survey should be
undertaken in 1973 was referred to the Advisory Council. Advisory Council discussion
resulted in a resolution that such a survey
be taken every three years.
Planning Committee-When
Association
goals were established in 1969, Goal #6, "The
Association should have a policy-making role
and implement means for participating in
information networks" was assigned to the
Documentation Division. Since then, Documentation Division chairmen have encountered difficulty in determining just how to
carry out the goal. It is also evident that
networks are now an integral part of special
librarianship and therefore the goal is unnecessary. l he Board accepted the Commit-

tee's recommendation to drop Goal #6. Alleen Thompson, chairman of the Planning
Committee, indicated that the Committee
will now seek new directions for the Association to follow.
ASISEllis
Special Representative
to
Mount, SLA Special Representative to ASIS,
reported on the results of a questionnaire he
had sent to Chapter and Division officers.
T h e Board approved his recommendation
that his survey be sent to Chapter and Division officers with his list of recommendations of useful activities that have resulted
from the survey. Mr. Mount announced that
part of his charge is to work with his counterpart at ASIS. Mrs. Margaret T. Fischer has
recently been appointed ASIS Liaison Representative to SLA.
Intersociety Cooperation-The
Board converted the previously abolished Special Committee for Cooperation with Related Associations to a Standing Committee. T h e Advisory Council adopted as a resolution a
suggested definition.
T h e Board authorized the President to appoint special representatives to Music Library Association and American Association
of Law Libraries.
Research Committee-Business details have
been concluded concerning the three stateof-the-art reviews to be undertaken in FY1972
by ERICICLIS. T h e Board had approved the
proposal and budget for such a project, in
October. Each review will cost SLA $450.
T h e three reviews will be on the topics: 1)

the changing role of special libraries; 2) continuing education needs of special librarians:
and 3) the emerging role of the para-professional in special librarianship.
Music Library Association Fire-In November, fire gutted the building in which Music
Library Association headquarters are located.
All their office equipment, furniture, supplies, and publications other than NOTES
are a total loss. T h e SLA Board authorized a
contribution of $50 to assist in salvage and
restoration of Music Library Association's
business office in a motion expressing its regrets for the losses suffered by Music Library
Association.
Archives Committee-The
Board had referred the question of continuance of the
Archives Committee to the Headquarters
Operations Committee for study. It has been
determined that since a full-time staff member is to assume the tasks of the Committee,
the Archives Committee could be dissolved.
T h e Board approved that recommendation.

National Information Users (Federation?)
T o explore the possibilities of forming
a national network of technical information user groups which would enable acting in unison to attack obstacles inhibiting the free flow of scientific and technical
information, a Colloquium was held Mar
22-23, 1972, at the Florida Institute of
Technology, Melbourne, Florida. T h e program called for a workshop among more
than 50 people from the regional information user groups representing over 600
organizations.
Some 78 regional user groups have
been identified. For those who were un-

able to attend the Florida meeting and
for others interested in forming user
groups to look into government information sources in general, a pre-conference
meeting will be held on Sunday, Jun 4,
1:30-3:30 p.m., during the SLA Annual
Conference at the Conference hotel in
Boston. The results of the F I T Colloquium will be presented and plans for
the future discussed.
(Mrs.) Ruth S. Smith
Chairman
Government Information
Services Committee

SLA Hall of ~ame11972
President Efren Gonzalez has announced
the election of one member to the SLA
Hall of Fame in 1972 who has made
outstanding contributions to the growth
and development of Special Libraries Association at the Association, Chapter and
Division levels.

Janet Bogardus

For the standards she established in
her uncompromising pursuit of excellence and in appreciation of the example
she provided as an administrator, teacher
and consultant, SLA presents Janet Bogardus with the 1972 Hall of Fame
Award.
Born in Lincoln, Illinois, and brought
u p in Texas, Janet Bogardus received
her AB from Southern Methodist University and then traveled East to earn
her BS at Columbia University's School
of Library Service.
A librarian since 1931, Janet was with
the New York Public Library for several
years before joining the staff of the Seligman Library of Economics at Columbia.
I n 1943, she joined the WAVES as an Ensign. After her discharge in 1945, she returned to Columbia to become librarian
of the Graduate School of Business Library. However, she remained in the
WAVE Reserves until 1963, retiring with
the rank of Lt. Commander. Janet was
Chief Librarian of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York from 1954 until her
retirement in 1969.
I n addition to her duties at the "Fed,"
she was an Associate Instructor at the
Columbia University School of Library
Service from 1956 to 1966, a John Cotton
Dana Lecturer in 1966 and, more recently, a lecturer at the Workshop of
Financial Sources sponsored by the Business & Finance Groups of the New York
Chapter.
Janet actively contributed to SLA for
many years. Under her chairmanship in
1954, the Committee on Publications
compiled "Subject Headings for Finan-

cial Libraries." 1956 57 found her as
Chairman of the Finance Division; 19571
59 a member of the Committee on Committees; 1959160 chaiiman of the John
Cotton Dana Lectuiers. From 1960162,
she was chairman of the Personnel Survey. Indeed, many of her ideas and suggestions were incorporated into SLA's
present salary surveys. From 1962164, she
was chairman of the Special Committee
for the International Management Congress and she was a member of Headquarters Operations in 1965166. Chairman of the Finance Committee from
1964166, she remained a member of the
Committee until 1967.
T h e "Fed" Research Library, with its
extensive collection, strong staff, and
standards of excellence, has been emulated by organizations here and abroad.
In 1961 Miss Bogardus established the
Research Library at the Central Bank
of Nigeria. Paris beckoned in 1963 and
Janet was asked to plan the library of
the Development Center for the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development. In 1964 she worked with
the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, to determine ways and means to expand its library facilities throughout
Africa.
In her varied, occasionally glamorous
career, countless individuals and organizations sought Janet's guidance and advice and benefited by her experience.
Her influence and adherence to the
highest professional standards have enriched the library profession and the Special Libraries Association.

SLA and the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science
On 10 Dec 1971, SLA President Efren
Gonzalez presented testimony before the recently appointed National commission on
Libraries and Information Science. Joining
him were Past President Florine Oltman and
Treasurer Janet Rigney
A position paper explaining special librarianship and SLA in connection with special
librarianship had been previously mailed to
members of the Commission along with several brochures and publications.
At the end of the report, several current
Association concerns were listed for the guidance of the Commission.
"Library schools-Curricula content needs
to be strengthened to take greater advantage of the body of literature and experience about special librarianship-not
necessarily as a separate course, but as an integral part of the overall course of instruction. T h e increased use of working special
librarians as part-time and visiting lecturers would be, in our opinion, helpful toward this end.
"Continuing education-There
is a growing desire for local and regional seminars
or tutorials by people of recognized expertise using presentations of proven quality. Means to organize and finance these
programs must be explored within SLA
and in conjunction with other associations, library schools and sponsoring agencies.
"Research-Areas
of opportunity need to
be identified and encouragement given to
research in areas of particular need for
special librarianship. Projects in cooperation with other associations [or with] library schools, as well as direct grants-inaid to researchers should be considered.
"Information networks-Participation
in
networks by special libraries needs much
more examination. Special librarians must
play more of a policy-making role in developing the various metropolitan and regional networks whose resources, effectiveness and funding are becoming more and
more complex.
"Manpower-Projections
are needed to determine the nature and level of recruit-

ment efforts for special librarianship. Estimates by location, industry and education
levels will be required and special attention given to the emerging category of 'library technician.' "
Finally, several questions expected to be
useful for mutual understanding and cooperation were posed. Dr. Burkhardt, chairman
of the Commission, answered these. SLA's
questions and Dr. Burkhardt's answers follow:
1. W i l l there be a statement of specific objectives for Commission activities?
For the present, none other than those
stated at the time the Commission was
signed into law.
W i l l these Commission activities be operational or advisory?
Very definitely the Commission intends
to be an advisory body.
W h a t is the best means of communication between the Commission and SLA?
No formal mechanism seems desirable
because one of the Commissioners and
the Commission's Executive Director
are members of SLA and would provide
informal lines of communication.
Should there be a regular report of
S L A activities t o the Commission?
They would be happy to be put on our
mailing list; the activities of any committees which handle our areas of concern could be brought to the Commission's attention as appropriate.
Should S L A develop specific recommendations for consideration by the Commission?
By all means. T h e Commission would
be anxious to hear such recommendations.
W i l l the Commission consider a project assignment t o SLA?
It is too early to tell but if SLA was the
best organization to do certain work,
the Commission would attempt to arrange such an assignment.
was agreed that this effort was purely
an introduction for orientation of the Commissioners, and that SLA would be available
in the future for more testimony on specific
problems.

In Memoriam
Eleanor M. Tafel
It is with deep regret that we report that
Eleanor M. Tafel, special librarian for many
years, died on October 8, 1971, after a short illness. A native Philadelphian, Eleanor nas graduated from Beaver College and then secured
her degree in library science from the Drexel
Institute of Technology.
Her first position upon leaving library school
was at the DuPont Company in Wilmington,
Del., but thereafcer her career was spent in the
city which claimed her personal interest-Philadelphia. Always as a special librarian, Eleanor
spent several years at the Frankford Arsenal and
Naval Shipyard libraries, and then accepted the
position of librarian at the Curtis Publishing
Company. Here she was in charge of the company's home office general library as well as the
libraries in a number of the company's far flung
branch offices. An unfortunate victim of the
Curtis Publishing retrenchment, Eleanor then
accepted a position in the Business, Science &
Industry section of the Free Library of Philadelphia. In fact, with the exception of a short
stint at the Fels Institute of Local and State
Government (University of Pennsylvania), the
remaining years of her career were spent at the
Free Library where she served in various capacities until the time of her death.
It was while Eleanor was at the Curtis Publishing Company that she served as Vice Chairman and then Chairman of the SLA Publishing
Division (1960161, 1961162). She was continuously active in the Special Libraries Council of
Philadelphia and Vicinity, having at various
times served as its Bulletin Editor, Vice President and President, as well as participating on
a variety of chapter committees.
Eleanor's interests and energy were nexer

limited to the institution which paid her salary.
She held memberships and was active in a host
of Philadelphia cultural institutions, among
them the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Natural Academy of Sciences, and the Pennsylvania
Horticultural Society. She never tired of traveling, her last trip having been to Australia in
1971 together with a group of special librarians.
She truly loved sailboating, an activity begun
as a girl off the Maine Coast where she spent
her summers. Most of all, she showed a deep
interest in anything which affected Philadelphia.
Anyone whose life was touched by her human warmth, quiet generosity and kindliness
will feel the void created by her death. Her
many friends have lost a good companion and
loyal friend: the library profession has lost a
fine librarian. We cherish her memory and
mourn her departure.

A memorial fund honoring Eleanor M. Tafel
has been established at The Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to
aid in the restoration of some of the old and
very precious volumes. The Academy owns
about 700 pre-Linnean imprints, that is, volumes published before the period 1735-50. The
only care these volumes have had was oiling of
bindings and reinforcement of joints on a WPA
Project in the 1930's. After this restoration a
special book plate would be placed in each restored volume. Contributions toward this fund
may be sent to Mr. Norman Morphet, Special
Libraries Council of Philadelphia, Treasurer,
Sun Oil Company, Technical Information Service, Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania 19061.

W e have been advised by the attorneys
of Eleanor Tafel's estate that the Special Libraries Association Scholarship
F u n d is to receive, as a bequest, 25y0
of her residuary estate.

Music Library Association Checklist
T h e Music Library Association is planning
a third edition of A Checklist of Music Bibliographies ( I n Progress and Unpublished),
which has appeared as publication no.3 in
the M L A I n d e x Series. T h e first two editions
have met with much success in their attempts
to lessen duplication of individual efforts,
encourage cooperation among music bibliographers, and establish bibliographic control
over bibliographic activities. MLA would

like to continue to include the work of other
music bibliographers, librarians, and musicologists in the new edition of the Checklist.
If you have works which should be included
in this Checklist, or any additional questions
about the project, please contact the editor,
(Miss) Linda Solow, Music Section, Descriptive Cataloging Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540, as soon as
possible.

Report on the 1970 Census
Results from the 1970 Census of Population and Housing have been flowing from
the Census Bureau in a steady stream. Most
of the data in reports and on tapes are
summary data, that is, tabulations or counts
of individuals, families, and housing units in
specified areas according to various characteristics.
If large quantities of data or greater detail are needed, the use of summary census
data on computer tape should be considered.
Census summary tapes present much more
data for a greater number of geographic

areas than it is feasible to include in printed
reports.
Persons who are interested only in obtaining census printed reports may request order
forms from the Publications Distribution Section, Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C.
20233. T o obtain both report order forms
and additional information on computer
tapes and other Bureau products and services, write to the Data Access and Use Laboratory, Bureau of the Census, Washington,
D.C. 20233.

U.S. Department of Commerce to Hold Computer Exhibitions
in Stockholm, London and Frankfurt
T h e Office of International Trade Promotion in the D e ~ a r t m e n t of Commerce recently announced three international compute; exhibitions have been scheduled in
Europe for U.S. producers.
"EDP IV" will be held at the U.S. Trade
Center for Scandinavia, Sep 18-23, 1972,
Stockholm, Sweden.
There will be a U.S. Exhibition at "COMP U T E R '72" for computers and accessories
at the Olympia Exhibition Hall, Dec 4-8,
1972, London, England.
"MINICOhIPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS" will be featured at the U.S. Trade

Center, Feb 12-16, 1973 in Frankfurt, Germany.
T h e U.S. Department of Commerce organizes such trade exhibitions abroad to
assist U S . manufacturers in increasing their
export sales. Further details on the nature
and scope of these markets for U.S. made
computers and related equipment may be
obtained from Mr. C. E. Walls, Project
Officer, Northern Europe; Office of International Trade Promotion, BIC-946; U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230 or telephone (202) 967-4256.

T h e London Times on Microfilm
On Feb 1, 1972 the entire file of issues
of T h e Times of London arrived at Microfilming Corporation of America headquarters
in Glen Rock, N.J. T h e back files as well as
current issues of T h e Times will be processed
into microfilm. I t has been estimated that it

HAVE YOU SEEN ?

Quadrant is a collection of library furniture
designed particularly for contemporary libraries. T h e collection is crafted in hardwood solids and veneers with hand-rubbed
finishes said to protect the natural beauty of
the wood grains and provide tough working
surfaces. For information, contact: Myrtle
Desk Company, Box 1750, High Point,
North Carolina 27261.

T h e Model 25 Book Cradle is said to resolve the problem of edge-to-edge sharpness
and efficient handling in microfilming bound

material. T h e platform, which holds a book's
pages flat against the glass frame, accepts
books measuring up to 4" x 11" x 12". For
information: Micro-Scan Systems, Inc., 54
South Main St., Pearl River, N.Y. 10965.
A step-and-repeat microfiche camera is capable of 4 2 ~
reduction ratio. Users can
make microfiche from documents that match
computer-output-microfiche in format and
reduction ratio and which can be used in the
same retrieval systems. T h e camera uses
standard I05mm roll microfilm to produce
directly-generated 105mm x 148mm micro-

view on a 1 3 high
~
contrast screen at a
speed of two frames per second, 2% documents at a time. For details, write Prestoseal
Manufacturing Corp., 37-12 108th St., Corona, N.Y. 11368.

fiche, each having as many as 192 frames.
I t is available from Image Systems, Inc.,
11244 Playa Court, Culver City, Calif. 90230.

Multi-Material file boxes are designed to
provide dustproof storage for non-print material. They are constructed of corrugated
board printed in two colors. T h e files allow
such material to stand next to books on library shelves. For a copy of the Highsmith
Catalog of Library Supplies and Equipment,
write: T h e Highsmith Co., P.O. Box 25, Fort
Atkinson, Wisconsin 53538.

T h e Corn-Editor 1600 provides reel-to-reel,
windlrewind, and forward-reverse editing of
microfilm cartridges (Recordak, 3M, Burroughs BCom). T h e operator can scan and
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A computerized typewriter, the System 1200
Cassette Typewriter, justifies lines, centers
headlines and sets tabs and margins automatically. T h e machine also searches any line
within the document. There are two models:
the 1210 one-tape system and the 1220 twotape system. Transfer rate on the 1220 is
160 lines per minute. Delivery available in 6
months. Wang Laboratories, Inc., 836 North
Street, Tewksbury, Mass. 01876.

A high speed copier automatically reduces
oversize originals to letter or legal size copies,
while also functioning as a standard office
copier providing same size copies. Originals
as large as 11" x 17" can be reduced by 27%.
T h e first copy access time is 8.5 seconds; copy
output is 15 copies per minute. Copy cost is
$0.03 or less depending on volume. T h e
Copia I11 R is manufactured by Olivetti
Corp. of America, 500 Park Ave., N.Y. Its
price is $1,995.

HAVE YOU HEARD ?

Librarians Invited to NMA

An adjustable projection table is constructed
of heavy gauge welded steel with three
shelves to accommodate audio-visual supplies.
By relocating four belts, the table top can be
locked at any of four convenient heights
from 24" to 38". T h e 4-Hi Table is available
from H. Wilson Corp., 555 West Taft Drive,
South Holland, Ill. 60473.

So that members of SLA may see the
latest microfilm equipment and systems, and
learn about microfilm's role in large and
small businesses and institutions, National
Microfilm Association has invited SLA members to NMA's 21st annual Microfilm Exposition. NMA is waiving the $2.50 entry fee
for librarians. Request complimentary tickets
from NMA, 8728 Colesville Rd., Silver
Spring, Md. 20910. T h e Exposition is May
9-12 at the New York Coliseum.
Library Science Reports
Information-Part
2: Reports and
Bibliographies, which began publication Feb
1972, publishes library and information science studies and state-of-the-art reports commissioned by governmental, academic and
learned society sectors. For information: Science Associates/International, Inc., 23 East
26th St., N.Y. 10010.
New Quarterly Publication

Proof Reader, Series VI, compares the text
of two tapes at high speed by electronic
means until a discrepancy is found. T h e
operator determines the correct text, and a
final, clean tape is produced. T h e device is
produced by B R Squared Inc., 241 East
Shore Road, Great Neck, N.Y. 11023.

Journal of Palestine Studies: A Quarterly on Palestinian Affairs and the ArabIsraeli Conflict ppblished vol.1, no.1 in
autumn 1971. Sdbscriptions to the quarterly
publication are $8.00 per year. For the U.S.
and Canada, write Journal of Palestine Studies, P.O.B. 329-A, R.D. 1, Oxford, Pa. 19363.
Minority Businesses
T h e National Minority Business Diis a comprehensive listing of
rectory-1972
interstate commerce, minority-owned businesses throughout the country. T h e listing
is classified by product and service types as
well as Standard Industrial Classification
codes. I t is available for $6.50 from the National Minority Business Campaign, 1115
Plymouth Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55411.
Acronyms

T h e BEG Mobile Librarian is a combination film and book storage cabinet and work
table. Recessed shelves on two sides convert
to accommodate film cans or books. Lightweight construction and silent ball bearing
swivel casters are said to allow easy maneuvering. Manufactured by Bay Electric Company, 627 First St., Menominee, Mich. 49858.

T h e 2d ed. of Acronyms is now available. T h e publication, which is designed to
assist in deciphering computer acronyms, is
said to contain approximately twice as many
entries as the first edition. It is available for
$2.00 prepaid (U.S. and Canada), $2.50 (foreign), from John P. Tutunjian, P.O. Box
93, Jericho, N.Y. 11753.

IBY News
Plans for observing International Book
Year 19'72 were discussed by Mrs. Sally Swing
Shelley, Chief Information Officer in the New
York Office of Unesco, at a briefing for the
representatives of non-governmental organizations Wednesday, 16 Feb, at 10:30 a.m.
T h e main issues affecting books in society
today, Mrs. Shelley explained, are the themes
of the International Year. She hopes that the
great gap which exists between the developed and the developing countries can be
narrowed by 1) encouraging book production through I M F loans; 2) establishing international machinery for the easement of
copyright; 3) encouraging authorship and
translations; and 4) establishing and developing libraries.

bliss Walls from the U.S. Secretariat for
International Book Year discussed various
projects of libraries in the U.S. in connection
with IBY. Information o n these and other
suggestions and plans can be obtained from
her (One Park Avenue, New York, New
York 10016). See also Special Libraries 63
(no.1): p.41 (Jan 1972).
T h e Unesco Courier of February 1972 is
devoted to IBY with a statement by Rene
Maheu, Director-General of Unesco, and
articles by Marshall McLuhan, Alberto Moravia, Alejo Carpentier and others.

A Presidential Proclamation on IBY was
issued 13 Mar 1972.
Dr. Alice E. Plowitz
NGO Observer

COMING EVENTS
May 1-4. T h i r d International Conference
o n Computer Management . . . in Amsterdam. Conference Secretariat: IFIP-Administrative Data Processing Group, 6 Stadhouderskade, Amsterdam-1030.

May 10-13. Society for Technical Communication, 19th Annual International Conference . . . a t the Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston, Mass. Theme: "A T i m e for Reassessment."

May 4-5. Library Orientation for Academic
Libraries, 2nd Annual Conference . . . a t
Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti. Registration limited to 75 persons. For information: Sul H . Lee, Associate Director of the
Library, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsianti, Mich. 48197.

May 12. Continuing Education: Strategies
for Change, workshop . . . a t Syracuse
Sheraton Motor Inn, Liverpool, N.Y. For information: Syracuse University, School of
Library Science, Alumni Association, 113
Euclid Ave., Syracuse, N.Y. 13210.

May 4-6. New England School Library Association, spring conference and exhibition
. . i n Portsmouth, N.H. For information:
NESLA Spring Conference, Memorial Jr.
High School, Laconia, N.H. 03246.

.

May 7-13. Institute o n Environmental Science Librarianship . . a t Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Mich.

.

May 9-12. National Microfilm Association,
Convention . . . a t the Coliseum, New York
City.

May 16-18. Spring Joint Computer Conference, SJCC . . . i n Atlantic City, N.J. Sponsor: AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale,
N.J. 67465.

...................................
May 22-23. Institute o n Teaching Special
Librarianship . . . a t School of Library Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Cosponsored by SLA Education Committee
(Chairman: H. Robert Malinowsky, University o l Kansas Libraries, Lawrence, Kansas
66014).

%.%.%.%.%.%.\.\.%...%...%.%.%...%.%
.

Jun 4-8. SLA, 63rd Annual Conference . .
at the Statler Hilton, Boston. Conference
Chairman: Loyd R. Rathbun, M I T Lincoln
Laboratory Library, Lexington, Mass. 02173.
Jun 10-16. Canadian Library Association
. in Regina.

..

Jun 11-14. Seminar on the Acquisition of
Latin American Library Materials . . . at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Conference Coordinator: Mrs. Pauline P.
Collins, Latin American Librarian, T h e Library, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Mass. 01002.
Jun 11-15. Medical Library Association, 7 1st
Annual Meeting
at the Del Coronado,
San Diego.

...

Jun 19-23. American Theological Library
Association, 26th annual conference
at
Waterloo Lutheran University, Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada. Host librarian: Erich R. W.
Schultz, Waterloo Lutheran University.

...

Jun 22-23. International Symposium on the
Legal Aspects of Computerized Information
Systems . . . at the National Academy of
Sciences, Washington, D.C. For information:
John B. Farmakides, Office of Science Information Services, COSATI, National Science
Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550.

a binding

agt6ement
The warranty shown here should
appear on all invoices for library
binding. It is your assurance that
each and every volume bound for
your library by a Certified Library
Binder has been done so in accordance with the LBI Standard.
Absence of this warranty on any
invoice indicates that the work is
of a lesser quality.
Look for this warranty on your
invoices, and be sure to specify
a Certified Library Binder for all
your binding requirements.

[

b
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WARRANTY
We warrant that the blndmg covered bv this lnvolce IS LIBRARY
BINDING and cornoiles wfth all reoulremente
of the LEI Standard For Llbrary Blndlng except
as noted on t h ~ slnvolce Thks statement IS
made pursuant to Sectlon 2 2 of the LBI Standard For Ltbrary Bmdlng and Rules l ( c ) and 4
of the Trade Practce Regulalton For The
Llbrary Blndtng Industry promulgated by the
Federal Trade Comm~ss~on
August 20 1954

..

Jun 26-Jul 14. Course in medical librarianship . . . at School of Library Science, Simmons College, Boston, Mass. Contact: Eunice
Wenstrom, Administrative Assistant, School
of Library Science, Simmons College, Boston,
Mass. 021 15.

Errata
I n "The Declaration of Independence: A
Case Study in Preservation" by Verner
Clapp [Special Libraries 62 (no.12): p.503508 (Dec 1971)], the late Chief of the Manuscript Division is referred to incorrectly as
Sousa. His name is actually Dr. St. George
L. Sioussat.
For additional comments, see letter, p . l l ~ ,
this issue.
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Write today for our free brochures and we
invite you to take advantage of our free
book examination service.

J u n 24-30. National Education Association
. . . a t Convention Hall, Atlantic City, N.J.
Jun 25-Jul 1. ALA, annual conference
in Chicago, Illinois.

Q

?
@

~ifirarfin@7nstitute
160 State Street, Boston, Mass. 02109

Welcome
Booths

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
9 5 0 University Avenue

/

Bronx, New York 1 0 4 5 2

strong...
F.W. Faxon Company, the only fully automated
library subscription agency in the world, has an
IBM 370/145 computer currently listing 48,222 periodicalsfor your library.
Our 'ti1 forbidden service - the automatic annual renewal of your subscriptions - provides fast, accurate, and efficient processing of your
orders and invoices. It has been acclaimed by librarians throughout the
world for the savings in time and effort it offers library personnel. We'd
like to serve your library, too.
almost 50,000 domestic and foreign library periodicals annual librarians' guide specialists in serving college, university, public, school,
corporate and special libraries eighty-six years of continuous service to
libraries most modern facilities
Send for free descriptive brochure and annual librarians' guide.
See us a t the SLA Conference-Booth
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Library business is our only business- since 1886.

15 Southwest Park, Westwood, Mass. 02090
Telephone: (800) 225-7894 (Toll Free)

and still growing!

We've been doing it
for 100 years..

.

serving libraries

In this past year we've installed a $100,000 computer system that offers
you a totally new program
to simplify your bindery
preparation. We call it
H.E.L.P.-Heckman's Electronic Library Program.
This program will simplify
your work and actually cut
your bindery preparation
time by 113 to 112. New
simplified forms give you
a total and continuous
recycling record of each
publication at your fingertips. It's really revolutionary. . . and it's from the
originators of 28 day service. Ask your Heckman
representativefor H.E.L.P.
Write or phone. Better
yet, come and visit us.

THE HECKMAN
BINDERY, INCORPORATED
NORTH MANCHESTER, IND. 46962
TELEPHONE (219) 982-2107

For a full century Stechert-Hafner, Inc.
has been providing libraries with full
subscription service for all foreign and
domestic periodicals, continuations, and
books in series.
Whether your library needs a n obscure
journal from somewhere in India or the
latest issue of Life, we guarantee prompt
delivery.
A Customer Service Staff is on hand t o
treat each customer individually.
Backed up by an Electronic Data Processing S y s t e m , with its e v e r e x p a n d i n g
bank of title information, our service is,
in 1972, comprehensive enough to include all types of libraries.
T o see how subscription service from
Stechert-Hafner, Inc. can work for you,
write for o u r brochure.

STECHERT- HAFNER, INC.
A CCM Company
Sewing libraries since 1872
31 East 10th Street, New York. N.Y. 10003
Branch offices and agents
throughout the world
S H ~ . l ~ ~
Telephone: 212-674-6210

WORLD m
PLAN
OF
ACTION
for the Application
of Science and Technology
to Development
The result of six years of intensive
work and collaboration, the Plan
aims at closing the technological
gap between developed and developing countries by undertaking programmes in selected priority areas
$4.00
for action.
United Nations Publications
Room LX-2300. New York, N.Y. 10017

YOU W I L L HAVE-

"CONFIDENCE"

In Our Complete
Periodicals ServiceAll American and Foreign Titles

Promptness is a Traditional part
of McGregor Service. . .as well as:
EXPERIENCE

SUBSCRIBE TO
McGREGOR
PERIODICALS BULLETIN

CONFERENCE

TRAINED PERSONNEL
FINANCIAL STABILITY
AMPLE FACILITIES
RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT
An attractive brochure i s

MOUNT MORRIS, ILLINOIS 61054

available for the asking

T

Here's neat, low-cost, attractive storage for
library periodicals, other "difficult'' materials such as newspapers, cassettes, transparencies. Shelf-Files promote order to
save filing and finding time; make more
efficient use of shelf space. Many styles.
sizes. See them i n our new catalog.

Complete composition, press
and pamphlet binding facilities, coupled with the knowledge and skill
gained through fifty years of experience, can be put to your use-profitably

VERMONT

THE
PRINTING COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vermont

PRINTERS O F THE OFFICIAL JOURNAL
pockets, paperbacks, etc.. etc. Your funds
can buy more i f you have a copy.

WRITE: THE

HIGHSMITH COMPANY, INC.
Fort Atkinson. Wisconsin 53538

O F SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

PLACEMENT
"Positions Open" and "Positions Wanted" ads are
$1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum. Current members of
SLA may place a "Positions Wanted" a d a t a special
rate of $1.00 per line; $3.00 minimum.
In each membership year, each unemployed member
will be allowed a maximum of two free "Positions
Wanted" ads, each a d to be limited to 5 lines including mailing address (no blind box addresses), on
a space available basis.
There is a minimum charge of $10.00 for a "Market
Place" a d of three lines or less: each additional line
is $3.00. There are approximately 45 characters and
spaces to a line.
Copy for display ads must be received by the first
of the month preceding the month of publication; copy
for line ads must be received by the tenth.
Quality, high-resolution image. 10" x 1 3 non-glare screen
Perfect for moderate use locat~ons.Popular for viewlng periodicals. Variable light Intensity. Features low lnltial cost for a
high-quality unit. and minimum maintenance. Handles both film
and microf~che
at 20 dia. magnification. Send lor free brochure.

Classified ads will not be accepted on a "run until
cancelled" basis; twelve months is the maximum, unless renewed.

Saecial Products Division. Deal. SL-42. St. Charles. 111. 60174

Special Libraries Association reserves the right to rei ~ any
~ advertisements
t
which i n any way refer to
race, creed, color, age, o r sex as conditions for employment.

LIBRARY SERVICES
MANAGER
Medtronic, Inc., an international biomedical engineering company, has a
newly created position available for an
experienced Manager of Library Services.
Primary responsibilities will include
supervision and coordination of functions of a professional and clerical
staff engaged in providing information
and library services to the primary operation of the Company.
W e are looking for a mature, professional manager with a degree in Library Science and a minimum of five
years' experience managing a technical
library, preferably in industry.
Medtronic offers an excellent salary
and benefit program, including profit
sharing and stock purchase plan.

Experienced Business Librarian-Wishes
position in Investment Banking or Brokerage Library. Capable of organizing and developing materials. Available in the Wall Street area. William S. Craig, 117-8th Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
11215. Tel. 2121783-3773.
Librarian-M.Ed.
Working toward MLS. Eight
years' experience in school libraries, 3 years in
special library, all facets of librarianship. Details
furnished upon request. Seeks position in school
or special library in Boston area. Box D-186.

MEDTRONIC, INC.
\

Dir. Foundation Libr. Research Center & Museum-10 yrs. exp. in development, administration; upgraded, selected, researched, classified
materials; prepared interntl. exhibits. Desires
business-related affiliation in NYC. Box C-173.
Law Librarian-Wishes
position in law library
or any other. Extensive experience as head law
librarian and in general branch work. Write:
Janet P. Danielsen, 4619 Thorman Avenue, NE,
Salem, Oregon 97303. Relocate anywhere.

Please send r6sumt5 to:

3055 O l d Hwy 8, Mpls, Minn. 55418
An equal opportunity employer

POSITIONS WANTED

f

Man-MA,
MALS, PhD, experienced, desires
challenging position. Box D-187.

POSITIONS OPEN

THE MARKET PLACE

Chief, Technical Services-(Librarian
V: $12,804-$15,552). Responsible for four departments
and staff of 30. Minimum of five years professional experience required. Bibliographer-Collection Builder-(Librarian IV: $1 1,628-$14,112).
Minimum of four years of increasingly responsible and appropriate experience required. Responsible for coordinating disciplines collection
building by faculty and by librarians and for
directing development of general collections.
Knowledge of books, book trade, and administrative competence required. An accredited degree and personal interview required at applicant's expense. New building. 21 working days
vacation and 12 days sick leave per year. Retirement program. Optional partially-paid health
plans. We are a n equal opportunity employer.
T o apply or to obtain further information,
write: Harold F. Wells, Director of the College
Library, California State Polytechnic College,
3801 West Temple Avenue, Pomona, California
91768.

Back Issue Periodicals-Scientific,
Technical,
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want
lists and lists of materials for sale or exchange.
Prompt replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th
& Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123.
For Sale-Chemical Abstracts, vols. 1-71, 19071969 includes all Annual Indexes except vol. 71.
Includes cumulative indexes except 1961 and
1966. Set is bound through 1967. Send bids to
Imperial Oil Limited, Technical Information
Avenue S.W., Calgary 1, AlServices, 50&-6th
berta, Canada.
Foreign Books and Periodicals-Specialty:
International Congresses. Albert J. Phiebig Inc., Box
352, White Plains, New York 10602.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Assistant Engineering Librarian-Purdue
University Libraries. Supervise libraries serving the
Schools of Mechanical Engineering and Electrical
Engineering. Coordinate their activities with
other Engineering Schools' Libraries; work with
the Libraries' central administration and Schools'
Faculties in the management and operation of
those libraries. Position involves collection development and assistance in the selection of
books, journals and reference works. Provides
reference and bibliographic service and maintains liaison with information sources and agencies to meet the Schools' needs.
MSLS from ALA accredited institutions; experience in a n engineering or technical library
including a minimum of 2 years' library experience. Salary range $10,500 to $12,000. Faculty
status. 12 month appointment; annual vacation
22 working days. Apply to: Katherine M. Markee,
Personnel Director, Purdue University Libraries,
Lafayette, Ind. 47907.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Area Reference Librarian-The
Hennepin
County Library System has a position available
August 1 in new 200,000 volume area library
scheduled to open June 1973. Professional staff
of 9+. Unique administrative arrangement frees
person of building, scheduling and clerical responsibilities. Salary $13,800-$17,616 depending
on experience.
T h e individual we are seeking should have a
public or academic background with extensive
reference experience, including some supervisory
responsibilities. Emphasis will be on reference
capability and range of experience. Will be in
charge of professional service in the first of three
area libraries to be built in urban county system with 22 existing agencies and total annual
materials budget over $1,000,000. Applicants
should have a MALS with four years' experience,
additional years of experience may be substituted
for the MALS. Please submit r6sum6s by June
10, 1972 to: Hennepin County Personnel, 438
Courthouse, Minneapoils, Minnesota 55415.
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Ann Arbor Science Publishers, Inc.
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BioSciences Information Service
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British Medical Journal
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AFIPS Press
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T h e New York Times
St. Martin's Press
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T h e Vermont Printing Company
H. W. Wilson Company

Boston Convention and Visitors Bureau

Public Garden and Swan Boats

63rd Annual Conference
Special Libraries Association
June 4 4 , 1 9 7 2

Boston, Mass.

The Statler Hilton

Conference Theme:

People-Centered Services

Preliminary program appeared
in Feb 1972 Special Libraries
Registration information mailed
from Boston in early March

Combined Book Exhibit and
Combined Periodical Exhibit
will be open additional hours
Monday and Tuesday 7:OO-9:00 p.m.

PRE-REGISTRATION CLOSES MAY 10. 1972

Conference Chairman:
Loyd Rathbun
M I T Lincoln Laboratory
Lexington, Mass. 02173

Continuing Education Seminars
Thursday, Jun 8
9:00 a.m.-4: 30 p.m.
Information included in
registration packet.

April 1972

Second class postage
p a i d a t New York, N.Y.
and at additional
mailing offices
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Adjustable shelf.
-$

Handsome, Versatile,
Practical, Economical
Modernize your library and increase its efficiency with
Gaylord Series 8000 Card Catalog Cabinets. Contemporary
"hooded" design.. . mar and scratch resistant vinyl laminate
surface in warm teak or rich walnut grain finish. High impact
plastic trays in 5, 10 or 15 tray sections . . . plus your choice
of three different base styles.
Combine these attractive sections in any way you like, t o get
the capacity and flexibility you need. And d o it at economical
prices, compatible with today's budgets.
Our illustrated brochure sent at your request.
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G A Y L O R D BROS
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